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Edith Wharton structured her novels using a technique

that relies on what she called "crucial episodes" or "il-

luminating incidents" to reveal theme and develop character.

In Wharton's novels this technique attains a rare perfection

as subject matter, circumstance, and dialogue are repeatedly

connected by succeeding episodes. In addition, Wharton's

fictional method allowed her to stage a series of incidents

that essentially foretell the nature of anovel's outcome,

creating a dramatic sense of inevitability that is often

mistaken for determinism or naturalism. Wharton used the

same technique throughout her career, lending strength to

her published theories of fiction. The House of Mirth

(1905), Ethan Frome (1911), and The Age of Innocence

(1921) are representative not only of her best work, but

also of her basic structural technique.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Edith Wharton, like Henry James, believed that a

writer should be judged by how well he did what he set out

to do. If a critic of Wharton's work understands her

declaration in The Writing of Fiction about what fiction is

and how it ought to be written, and if he is aware of her

statement in A Backward Glance that the last line of a fic-

tion ought to be implicit in the first, he can judge her

by her own standards--and judging her by her own standards

may reveal something about the integrity of her work. Un-

fortunately, few have chosen to judge her thus. Few

critics have avoided speculation about connections between

Wharton's life and her characters' lives. Few have re-

frained from labeling and categorizing her not as an artist,

but as a person. Wharton's personality, it appears, is a

compelling study, and too often her work has served only

to provide a reason for dissecting the woman.

I do not mean to imply that no connection exists be-

tween an author's life and his work, but the extent to

which either is used to explain the other must be balanced

carefully if biography and literary criticism are to remain

distinct, separate endeavors.

1
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Several reputable critics have judged Wharton's work

on the basis of their obvious dislike of her personal

characteristics. Among them are Lionel Trilling, V. L.

Parrington, and Alfred Kazin, whose essays appear in Edith

Wharton: A Collection of Critical Essays, edited by Irving

Howe, who notes that some of his contributors write as

though it is "not good form to claim for Mrs. Wharton the

distinction she truly possessed."' Marilyn French says

that

some of the very people who have attempted to
revive . . . interest tin Wharton's work] are
responsible for impeding that process by writing
essays tainted with undisguised patronization
for this "lady writer," and by approaching
her work negatively . . . . critics frequently
direct more attention to what Wharton did not
do than to what she did do.2

This approach is practiced even by critics who claim

to give one of America's best novelists what Edmund Wilson

calls justice, and they almost always link what Wharton

fails to do in her fiction to some personal flaw. It is

impossible to mention all of the authors and titles of

critical works that attack Wharton herself because such

forays into the irrelevant are often found in criticism

that also judges Wharton's work on its own merit. But

it is possible to say that the general tone of much of

the criticism on Wharton is, as French says, patronizing.

While these questions (Just what manner of woman is

Edith Wharton and should we like her or not?) were being
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raised and answered, some sound criticism of her work was

being written. Blake Nevius, only sixteen years after

Wharton's death, published a study the greatest legacy of

which to Wharton scholars may be its careful analysis of

her major themes. Margaret McDowell and particularly

Marilyn Lyde offer insight into Wharton's use of the epi-

sodic structure in their book-length studies of her work.

Geoffrey Walton, Gary Lindberg, Cynthia Griffin Wolff,

and Elizabeth Ammons have written books that try to give

Wharton's work the attention that it deserves by placing

it within the schema of American literature and general

literary trends.3

But lacking in the canon of Wharton criticism, which

is most often concerned with style, character, and theme,

rather than structure, is a work connecting these elements

of fiction with Wharton's episodic technique. That she

made use of an episodic structure has been noted, but no

one has shown how she used structure to achieve novelistic

integrity.) Her structure not only allows for the manipu-

lation of theme and tight control of character development,

but is also consistent with Wharton's precepts for the

writing of :fiction:

Drama, situation, is made out of the conflict
thus produced between social order and indi-
vidual appetites, and the art of rendering
life in fiction is never, in the last analysis,
anything, or need to be anything, but the dis-
engaging of crucial moments from the welter of
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existence. These moments need not involve action
in the sense of external events; they seldom have,
since the scene of conflict was shifted from
incident to character. But there must be some-
thing that makes them crucial, some recognizable
relation to a familiar social or moral standard,
some explicit awareness of the external struggle
between man's contending impulses, if the tales
embodying them are to fix the attention and hold
the memory.

Wharton followed her prescription, making drama out of

the conflict between social order and individual appetites

and a character's vacillating moral sense. She has been

criticized for focusing upon a milieu that held to esoteric

ideas, and moral standards, but this view is not valid be-

cause the novels themselves clarify the prevailing standards

when they are not common ones.6  And no doubt even modern

readers can understand what Wharton means by "man's con-

tending impulses." With remarkable insight, Wharton

creates crucial moments--which she sometimes refers to

as "illuminating incidents"--that have a definite, precise

relationship to a "familiar social or moral standard," and

therefore to the themes of her novels; in this way she main-

tains control of her subject matter and the form in which

she presents it.

She remains true to her prescription for writing fic-

tion in another way: while the crucial instances in her

novels are necessarily affected by external events, their

crucial aspect is psychological rather than physical.

Wharton concentrates on the mental attitudes and emotions
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that are connected to the actual event; still, both the

incident (a chance meeting, a social gathering) and its at-

tendant psychological implications warrant discussion be-

cause both are vitally connected to the structure of the

novels. Both aspects of the crucial moment, or episode,

are complementary components of Wharton's well-wrought

novels. She discusses these crucial moments at some length

in The Writing of Fiction: "At every stage in the progress

of his tale the novelist must rely on what may be called

the illuminating incident to reveal and emphasize the inner

meaning of each situation" (p. 109). This is exactly what

the episodes in Wharton's fiction do. She uses these epi-

sodes, around which the rest of the novel revolves, to il-

luminate theme and reveal character, in addition to for-

warding plot. These crucial episodes, Wharton writes,

create the "effect of immediacy" and "gather up threads of

significance" (pp. 112-13). As Marilyn Lyde says, "The

novel . . . moves all round the matter, so that at the end

we have seen the question in every possible light." 7 The

two components of the crucial instance--the physical and

the mental or emotional--also make a major contribution

to the realization of Wharton's statements in A Backward

Glance. She said that she doubted "if fiction can be

usefully divided into novels of situation and of character,

since a novel, if worth anything at all, is always both in

inextricable combination."
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For Wharton, it was "a necessity that the note of in-

evitableness be sounded at the very opening of [a] tale,"

and that her last page always be "latent" in her first.'

These statements, along with another from The Writing of

Fiction, clearly reveal Wharton's concern with creating a

likely set of events: "At the conclusion of a novel the il-

luminating incident need only send its ray backward; but

it should send a long enough shaft to meet the light cast

forward from the first page . . . " (p. 110). This "note

of inevitableness" in Wharton's work has been called every-

thing from naturalism to misanthropy. But aside from con-

ceding that she is a realist, critics have not tried to

find in the novels themselves the source of this sense of

inevitability, to answer the question of what in her work

actually produces it. 9

It is easy to say that the naturalistic elements of

her fiction produce it and then cite the famous analogy

of Lily Bart as sea-anemone (though most critics seem to

agree that her work is only peripherally naturalistic).

It is equally easy to say that Wharton herself had a

rather sophisticated, cynical outlook--hence the failure

of most of her characters to achieve the popular concept

of "happiness." She has even been accused of meanness.10

But none of these explanations goes deeply enough; the

source of the sense of inevitability in Wharton's work
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can be found in her work. This is not to say that natura-

listic and particularly deterministic elements cannot be

found in her novels nor that Wharton does not manipulate

her characters' lives to further her themes (all novelists

do), but looking at what actually happens to sound the

"note of inevitableness" in the novels is vital to under-

standing it. Once understood, the sense of inevitability

clarifies the deterministic element of her.work as it re-

veals her novelistic method.

Wharton's episodic structure can in large part be

credited with producing the sense of inevitability (a de-

terministic sense) because each critical episode is a moment

of social or moral dilemma and a character-revealing moment

of decision." The dilemma illuminates one or more aspects

of one or more themes of the novel, and the decision-making

(sometimes stated, sometimes implied) tells the reader

something about the character involved. In these episodes,

the reader gains increasing understanding of the character

and the theme because he is allowed to see all sides of

both, and from a variety of viewpoints. Wharton's epi-

sodes are truly illuminating.

Wharton's episodes cohere because each one bears on

the next: the moral or social dilemma is essentially. the

same throughout the novel, and characters reveal in a

sort of step-by-step (episode-by-episode) progression
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how they are likely to react to a particular kind of moral

or social question. Thus each episode foreshadows the

final, climactic crucial instance and prepares the reader

to accept the "inevitable" outcome, even when it is shock-

ing, as in the case of Lily Bart or Ethan Frome.

Those critics detecting this sense of inevitability

in Wharton's work and labeling it deterministic are in a

sense right. But qualification is necessary, for Wharton's

"determinism" is akin to that qualified determinism of the

nineteenth-century realist.' 2 Wharton is in essence a

nineteenth-century author, despite the fact that she lived

and continued to write until 1937 and often tackled problems

that twentieth-century writers made their own. One can see,

in Maurice Larkin's study of nineteenth-century realism,

the connections between the ideology of earlier realists

and that of Edith Wharton. Like many a nineteenth-century

realist, struggling with the question of determinism,

Wharton believed in an individual's freedom of choice within

the general context of his heredity and upbringing and

within the general constraints of a particular situation

and the individual's shifting (and often unreliable) frame

of mind:

the individual made choices between alternative
courses of action. He was not a mere forum in
which two or more rival attractions fought for
predominance . . . . The bulk of determinists
also recognized the reality of the choosing
process; and they were aware that choices were
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often long and agonising precisely because of
the absence of external constraint and because
of the seeming freedom open to the chooser. Yet
in recognizing the active identity of the chooser,
they insisted that his identity and predilections
were themselves the outcome of inherited traits,
past experience and current needs. Similarly the
alternatives that presented themselves to him
were the product of circumstance: their nature
and availability were ultimately determined by
factors that lay outside the chooser's control.
How he would react to them would depend not only
on his tastes, but also on the circumstances and
frame of mind he happened to be in. 23

Except perhaps for Wharton's use of external constraint

to heighten the tension of her novels, she adhered quite

closely to this standard. Heredity and environment were

important to her work, but equally important were the "cir-

cumstances" (crucial instances) and a character's frame of

mind. An element of determinism exists in Wharton's work,

but it is the determinism of the nineteenth-century realists;

her way of working out this element of determinism is the

basis of the structure of her novels.

This study Mill focus on Wharton's episodic technique

and attempt to show that her use of an episodic structure

enabled her to achieve what she believed was the proper

form of fiction. I will also try to show that the struc-

ture of The House of Mirth, Ethan Frome, and The Age of In-

nocence explains the critical consensus about the fatalistic

nature of Wharton's writing. I have chosen these three

novels as representative of Wharton's best work not only

because they are probably her most critically acclaimed,
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but also because I believe that in them she achieved, ac-

cording to her own standards, complete novelistic in-

tegrity.14

The House of Mirth (1905), Wharton's first critical

and commercial success, failed as a play because, as William

Dean Howells said, "What the American public always wants

is a tragedy with a happy ending," and Wharton refused to

let Lily Bart live-Lily's hour was just as brief on the

stage as it is in the novel. What can be said of an author

who "kills" her characters?'5 In Wharton's case, we can be

sure that the heroine's death was a fitting conclusion to

the novel and the play. In addition to the images of Lily

Bart as sea-anemone or hot-house flower, the image of her

as outcast is memorable. Lily dies because she has been

shunned, banished, rendered penniless, and finally--and

most important--because she chooses not to regain her

"place."

Lily was doomed from the start, but how does Wharton

make that clear to the reader?' The answer lies in her

use of an episodic structure: each crucial incident, or

episode, of which Lily is a part is one of Wharton' s

illuminating incidents. Each episode sheds light on

Lily's character and the theme of the novel as it irrevo-

cably connects theme and Lily's character. The theme, a

complex one with a number of subthemes, is that a frivolous
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society's importance lies in its "power to debase people

and ideals" (ABG, p. 207). The novel deals with man's con-

tending impulses--in this case, Lily's--and the conflict

between the individual and his society. In the crucial

episodes of the novel, Lily examines herself, her society,

and her place in that society. The decisions she makes

reflect not only her upbringing and tenuous family connec-

tions, but also another distinct realm of her self: her

free will. Her decisions-, formed during or because of a

crucial moment, reveal her character to the reader, so

that before the story is half-finished, the unlikelihood

of a "happy ending" is apparent. Regardless of what Lily

chooses--a marriage of convenience, a love-match, an inde-

pendent life of her own-she will never be completely

happy, and, ironically, her power to make choices is often

the cause of her greatest grief. Wharton unfolds Lily's

inner dimensions so carefully that, although one may not

be able to predict her behavior or her fate, one is at

least prepared to accept her behavior and the nature of

her fate.

The final scene sends an illuminating ray back to

the beginning of the novel because the light cast forward

from the first illuminating incident is picked up and

forwarded by each succeeding one. The series of episodes

that make up The House of Mirth does not predict Lily's
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fate, but it does define her and thus creates .in the reader

a sense of what is and is not possible for her, the sense

of inevitability that characterizes so much of Wharton's

work.

Thus the inevitable nature of the outcome, the "state-

ment" of theme, is the result of Wharton's careful structur-

ing. The novel's episodic structure is linked to the theme

of the novel as it allows Wharton to show, in a variety of

scenes and from several points of view, the implications

of the theme, so that, as Lyde says, the reader sees the

"question" from all possible angles. Using an episodic

structure, Wharton manipulates the reader's field of vision,

expanding it only gradually, making him see a new side of

the question just as he thought he had answered it.

Wharton wrote Ethan Frome in 1911, using her by-now

familiar structure with a slight variation. Instead of

beginning with her customary omniscient narrator, she begins

the novel with a character-narrator introducing himself and

recounting a personal experience. The narrator and his

"vision" of the story of Ethan Frome are the focus of much

critical concern for some scholars, while others concen-

trate on the narrator's vision. 17Structurally, the vision

of Ethan Frome's life is important because it follows the

basic episodic pattern of most of Wharton's novels. Once

reconciled to the limited point of view that becomes
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omniscient, the reader can see that Ethan Frome belongs in

the Wharton tradition not only because of its theme, as

Blake Nevius says, but also because it provides an excellent

study of Wharton's structural technique."1 Wharton uses

the illuminating incident, or crucial moment, to further

the plot within the narrator's vision and, more important,

to create a sense of intimacy between reader and character.

That this basic structure is a structure-within-a-

structure does not destroy its integrity nor keep Wharton

from developing a precise, tightly-controlled fiction. The

note of inevitability is sounded early in Ethan Frome, in

the first scene of the narrator's vision, and the develop-

ment of theme and character is contingent upon the episodic

structure of the novel. Through the crucial, illuminating

incidents of the novel, the reader is made to feel the in-

sidiousness of the general problem of the novel and the

particular dilemma of Ethan Frome. Each succeeding inci-

dent further clarifies the theme and Ethan Frome's relation

to that theme. The revelation of Frome's wasted life paral-

lels the progression of his frustration, desperation, and

resignation." By showing over and over Ethan Frome's pecu-

liar lethargy and inability to act in any but an evasive

way, Wharton prepares the reader for his pathetic attempt

at suicide--a negative act that is not certain to produce a

positive (desired) result--and his final resignation over

his fate.
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As Ethan Frome is revealed in the crucial episode, the

reader sees how his peculiar frame of mind dictates to a

great extent what his life will be. Wharton has been called

a misanthropist for her treatment of him, but what happens

to Ethan Frome merely reflects the capriciousness of cir-

cumstances and his own ineptitude: a more careful, decisive

man wanting to end his life would not attempt to hit a tree

in the dark. Here, as in other episodic novels, Wharton

achieves a fusion of character, theme, and plot in a series

of incidents that foreshadow the nature of the final crucial

episode and the outcome of the novel.

In 1920, Edith Wharton published The Age of Innocence,

which won the Pulitzer Prize and whose structure is, like

much of Wharton's best work, episodic. This novel is not

often called naturalistic, nor have its deterministic ele-

ments been as carefully scrutinized as those of The House

of Mirth and Ethan Frome, probably because the fate of its

principal character is less drastic than that of Lily Bart

and Ethan Frome.20 While Lily Bart's fate is death and

Ethan Frome's is disfigurement, poverty, and emotional

and physical pain, Archer's fate is to live a prosperous,

comfortable life.

The fact that the outcome of The Age of Innocence is

not as obviously devastating as The House of Mirth and

Ethan Frome does not prevent Wharton's episodic technique
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from creating an at least near-tragic sense of the inevita-

ble. Once again it is the crucial episode that gathers up

the various threads of the narrative, and, like The House

of Mirth and Ethan Frome, the crucial episodes of The Age

of Innocence are focused on a single, main character. How-

ever, Ellen Olenska and May Archer seem more immediately

connected to Newland Archer's dilemma than Selden is to

Lily Bart's or Mattie and Zeena are to Ethan Frome' s. More

than in The House of Mirth, and much more than in Ethan

Frome, the crucial episodes of The Age of Innocence involve

a dialogue, an exchange of ideas, between the principal

character and a lesser character. Through these key ex-

changes and the novel's other critical episodes, the schism

between Archer's public and private selves is examined.

The core of the novel--Archer's encounters with Ellen

Olenska--shows his struggle toward emotional honesty.

Archer is an equivocal man, and his final reconciliation

in favor of his public self suggests that he recognizes

this element of his character. The reader is prepared,

episode by episode, not to be surprised by the outcome of

the novel. The actual ending or something like it is

inevitable.

In the first scene in which Archer makes a decision,

the real action of the novel begins. This first decision,

a public one, prefigures his final decision not to see
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Ellen Olenska. Some critics contend that the older Archer

has changed from a young, impetuous hero to a settled,

community-minded citizen; and, in a sense, this is true. 2 1

But Archer's crisis is more complicated: it is an awakening

of his private self, a struggle between the private and

the public selves, and a reconciliation of the two. At

first, Archer observes convention blindly, never seriously

questioning it; at the end, he still follows convention,

but he is no longer blind. His first decisive action in

the novel--rushing heedlessly to his social duty--presages

his last action when he thoughtfully and deliberately re-

jects his private self for his public one, as he recognizes

the limitations of his private self.

Archer's difficulty in knowing himself, in deciphering

personal desire, and in appeasing his public are the major

thematic concerns. Once again, Wharton remains true to

her precept: personal desire at odds with public good and

the human being's contending impulses provide the conflict

of the novel. By showing these thematic problems from a

variety of viewpoints (Archer's, Ellen's, May's, the

"clan's," Dallas Archer's), Wharton characteristically an-

swers every side of the question. Given the time and the

place and the people (and Wharton draws them carefully),

the reader knows what Archer is likely to do.

These three novels, similar thematically and struc-

turally, hold the clue to Wharton's novelistic technique.
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Because they are so well-constructed and deal so suc-

cinctly with several of her major themes, and because her

method of characterization is so clear in these novels, a

close study will reveal the consistency of Wharton's tech-

nique with her prescription for writing fiction and her

belief that the fictional world should become so real that

the outcome of a novel would never shock or surprise.

Published over a fifteen-year period, these three

novels are representative of Wharton's best work. In them

she heightens the significance of plot, theme, and charac-

ter by, in effect, isolating them from what she calls "the

welter of existence," and yet she maintains her status as

a novelist of manners by her careful description and ex-

planation of that welter. However, the detailed portraits

of life in great houses are only the complementary backdrop

to those crucial turning points in the lives of her charac-

ters and the movement of her novels.2 2  She has the re-

markable ability to isolate and fuse the crucial episodes

of a novel as she integrates them into an ongoing narrative.

The consistency of her episodic technique is achieved

through the repetition of theme: the "problems" of each

episode are all related to the central theme, and the re-

peated instances in which a character must respond or

react to a thematic problem reveal his "typical" response

to a particular "type" of question, creating in the reader
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a sense of inevitability about the outcome of the novel--

always the result of a decision made by the main charac-

ter. 23 By understanding fully who a character is, where

he lives, and what has made him, the reader comes to some

understanding of what he will do; this "foreknowledge" is

the basis for the "determinism" at work in Wharton's novels.

The second chapter of this thesis will examine The

House of Mirth and show how well-developed Wharton's epi-

sodic structure was as early as 1905: even in this early,

full-length, heavily-peopled novel, she creates "core

scenes" that support the novel. 24 Chapter III will be an

attempt to show how the episodic structure continued to

work for Wharton, even when she imposed another, more

complicated structure upon the basic one. That Wharton

felt confident in experimenting with the psychological form

of the novel while maintaining her customary structure in-

tact proves her command of her novelistic technique. She

said herself that Ethan Frome proved to her that she was a

professional. Chapter IV, in discussing The Age of Inno-

cence, will emphasize the apogee of Wharton's success with

her initial technique and her ability to create in the

reader a tragic sense of inevitability, despite the anti-

climactic outcome of Archer's crisis. The final chapter,

in considering the structural similarities among these

three novels, will show that Wharton's strong sense of
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order and verisimilitude are her hallmarks. Her repeated

success with an episodic technique and her ability to create

a dramatic sense of inevitability while sustaining an

atmosphere of choice are beautifully illustrated in the

structure of these three novels, which span the major por-

tion of Wharton's career, from 1905 to 1921.
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CHAPTER II

THE HOUSE OF MIRTH

Considering that The House of Mirth first appeared in

serial form and is clearly an episodic novel, its structure

is remarkably coherent. The novel is not a loose series of

episodes because Wharton centers all of them on a single

thematic question: "How does a frivolous society debase

people and ideals?" 1  She makes the major object of her

thematic question a person with a sense of right and wrong,

but also with a sense of expediency. Lily Bart's moral

sense in conflict with her practical sense is at the heart

of the structure of the novel; the crucial episodes (ex-

cept for two) deal with her response to societal dicta

that threaten her moral sense and thus threaten to debase

her. Wharton shows how circumstances can affect one's ac-

tions, no matter what one's intentions may be. Lily, with

no center to her life, is buffeted by circumstances, and

yet she is predictable; this fact would be remarkable did

not Wharton mean for Lily's story to have a predictable,

seemingly inevitable outcome. Throughout the novel, then,

Lily is exposed repeatedly to the same kind of situation,

and her responses to earlier situations forecast her

25
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responses to later ones. Throughout the novel, circum-

stances vary on the surface, but share a common basis.

All the episodes present the question, "How is a per-

son affected by the conventions of his society?" In Lily

Bart's case, what she has gotten from society (her early

training, her desperate search for a rich husband, her

inordinate love of luxury) is pitted against what she is--

or would have been in a truly natural state--a person of

inherent goodness.2 This is Wharton's proposition: Lily's

society is bad--shallow, greedy, and vicious--and thus

that part of Lily that has been shaped by society is also

bad, but that part of her which is really her--the source

of which is perhaps hereditary, perhaps accidental, but

probably inexplicable--is good.. Lily is a battleground,

and Wharton reveals the conflict early, working it out in

the novel's crucial episodes--dramatic, highly charged

scenes that achieve a dramatic fusion of plot, theme, and

character.'

Thematic consistency is the principal means by which

Wharton links the episodes of the novel, but she also uses

irony, spatial and chronological relationships, settings,

and repeat appearances by certain characters to connect

the episodes of the two individual books and the episodes

of Book One and Book Two." Pointing out the ways in which

the episodes are linked does not adequately explain their
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symbiotic relationship. Only a close reading will fully

reveal the novel's structural integrity, but an examina-

tion of some of the central episodes (though by no means

the only "crucial ones," according to Wharton's standards)

will reveal the vitality of Wharton's fictional technique.

I will focus on twelve episodes, six each from the

novel's two books, beginning with the first and last

episodes of the novel, moving in toward the center of the

novel, and concluding with Gus Trenor's physical attack

on Lily near the end of Book One and Bertha Dorset's

verbal attack near the beginning of Book Two. Rather

than discuss these episodes in chronological order, I will

consider them as parallel episodes, with the episodes in

Book Two expanding and clarifying the significance of

the episodes of Book One, as they at the same time fore-

cast the nature of the outcome of the novel.

These twelve episodes contain the essence of the

novel. If all the narrative and remaining episodes were

cut, a reading of these twelve would provide the reader

with a clear sense of the conflict of the novel, the

character of Lily Bart, and the significance of Lawrence

Selden as a symbol of independence. Lily and Selden are

the principal characters in six of the twelve episodes;

I focus on their relationship because they are essentially

outsiders who are both consciously and unconsciously
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affected by a powerful society and because their repeated

encounters lend an additional unity to the novel's struc-

ture.

A discussion of these twelve episodes will not fully

delineate all of the complex, overlapping relationships

among these particular episodes and others that are not

considered here. For example, Lily's proposal to Rosedale

is not only closely connected to the incident in which he

proposes to her, but also to Selden's and Lily's encounter

at Bellomont early in the novel. Nevertheless, the paral-

lels considered here help to clarify the integrity of

Wharton's fictional technique by showing the strength of

the connection between the episodes of Book One and Book

Two.

Though the first episode of the novel parallels the

last, the rest of the episodes do not follow the pattern

exactly. For example, the second episode of Book One,

Lily's first visit to Selden's flat, is paralleled not by

the penultimate episode of Book Two, but by the one pre-

ceding it, her last visit to Selden's flat. Though the

episodes are not perfectly parallel, they are balanced,

with a particular episode in Book One reflected by a com-

panion episode in Book Two. In discussing the links be-

tween these pairs of episodes, I will focus on several

points of interest: 1) How are they related thematically,
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or how is the theme expressed? 2) Is Lily's reponse to the

thematic conflict consistent? 3) How does her response

prepare the reader for the novel's outcome, or how does it

contribute to the sense of inevitability in the novel?

4) How do the circumstances set up the thematic conflict?

5) Are there other obvious links between the episodes?

Finally, I will explain the strength of the relationship

among all of the episodes discussed.

Only in the first and last episodes of the novel is

Lily a passive character. These episodes deserve brief

mention because they provide a framework for the novel and

this discussion and illuminate the sensibilities of Law-

rence Selden, a significant presence in the episodes in

which Lily plays an active role. These two episodes pre-

sent Selden in his recurring roles of spectator and judge;
5

in the first episode, Selden perceives that Lily might

possess substance and that his criticism of her may be

unsound, and in the last he rationalizes his misjudgment

of her.

Because of Selden's important role in Lily's story,

these two episodes are useful in gaining an understanding

of Lily's character, her role in the novel, and the basic

conflict of the novel. They also confirm Wharton's state-

ment that the light from the last episode of a novel should

send a ray back to meet the light cast forward by the first
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episode. 6  The novel begins and ends with Selden actively

observing and judging the passive Lily. In both in-

stances, he is dominant, she subordinate. In the first

episode, Selden sees Lily in Grand Central Station and is

"refreshed" by the sight of her; in the last he is renewed

by his silent communion with her after her death. 7  But in

both cases Lily is also subjected to his judgment and

his suspicions.

In the first, she is unaware of his scrutiny and his

feeling that "her simplest acts seemed the result of far-

reaching intentions" (p. 3). In the last, she cannot de-

fend herself against his assumption that she and Trenor

have had an affair. Her inability to defend herself in

these two episodes reflects her inability to do so through-

out the novel; her status as a victim is further defined

by Selden's feeling in the first episode "that she must

have cost a great deal to make, that a great many dull and

ugly people must, in some mysterious way, have been sacri-

ficed to produce her" (p. 5). His conception of her is

vividly contrasted with the image of her as the sacri-

ficial victim-virgin in the novel's final episode.

These two episodes illustrate the thematic conflict

of the novel. The first episode introduces Lily as an

atypical product of her society, despite her outward ap-

pearance. Though on the surface she is like other young
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society women, her core, her center of being, fragile as

it is, rejects the baseness required to get ahead in so-

ciety. Immediately we learn that Lily is beautiful, uncon-

ventional, that she is twenty-nine and that she debuted at

eighteen. Clearly, her situation does not reflect the

typical rapid progression from debutante to fiance to

wife. Obviously, she is not playing the game according to

the rules. Even Selden's thought that "there was nothing

new about Lily Bart" indicates stagnation (p. 3). Something

is wrong, because it is not Lily's relative poverty that

is keeping her from getting a husband, and until late in

the novel she has the promise of her aunt's legacy.

The novel's concluding episode illustrates the conse-

quences of trying to live independently and yet remain a

member of a common group, enjoying the benefits of a well-

defined community. The result is that Lily ends up alone,

abandoned by her old friends; she accidentally takes an

overdose of sleeping medication and dies. Considered alone,

the outcome seems drastic and overdone, but it is not.

Wharton relies on circumstances to shape the movement of

the novel from the first episode to the last so that Lily

makes choices that carry her to her final point and make

it seem a plausible conclusion to all that occurs earlier.

Throughout the novel, Lily is shown to suffer qualms of

conscience about all of her "shady arrangements," which
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prepares the reader to accept her growing moral awareness

and her final inability to do the practical rather than

the honorable thing.

Selden's role as spectator is played out in the grimly

ironic contrasts between the two episodes chronicling

Lily's first and final visits to his flat. The first

visit occurs in Chapter One of Book One and the second in

Chapter Twelve of Book Two. In the first scene, Selden

stands "leaning against the chimney-piece and looking down

on her with an air of indolent amusement" (p. 8), and Lily,

asking why he will not be her friend, sits "gazing up at

him with the troubled gravity of a child" (p. 9). In the

second episode, Selden once again stands "near her, lean-

ing against the mantelpiece," and speaks to her "as though

she were a troubled child" (p. 306).

Another obvious connection between these episodes is

the contrasting seasons of the year. The first episode

takes place on a warm September afternoon, the second on

a chill, rainy April night. Ironically, Lily's life seems

to hold promise that autumn afternoon, but in the spring,

the season of life, Lily has no hope and in fact loses her

life. The September day is deceiving, hot and bright like

a summer day, but the April day brings "cold gusts" of

wind and "a rush of cold rain" (p. 303).

More important, the spontaneity of both of Lily's

visits reveals Lily's basic character as they expand on
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thematic conflict. After inviting Lily up to tea in the

first episode, Selden realizes that "she had accepted

without afterthought" and is pleased by "the spontaneity

of her consent" (p. 6). During the last visit, she real-

izes "that even on her way up the stairs, she had not

thought of preparing a pretext for her visit," and when

she speaks, "the words rise to her lips spontaneously" (p.

305). On the first occasion, Lily is behaving dangerously

because a large part of her existence is defined by so-

ciety's terms. Consequently, she is taking a risk when

she rebels against society. However, when she visits

Selden for the last time, she does not have to weigh the

consequences of her action because she is out of society

and free of its censure. She no longer exists in the

Trenor-Dorset world and no one in it cares any longer

whether she abides by its rules or not.

On her first visit, "the wide September light had

filled the room, making it seem a part of the outer world;

[but on her :Last visit] the shaded lamps and the warm

hearth, detaching it from the gathering darkness of the

street, gave it a sweeter touch of intimacy" (p. 305).

On her first visit, the outside world did figure, but now

it does not, and she intends to have an intimate dialogue

with Selden, free of social conventions and restrictions.

During her first visit, they had "talked jestingly of her
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future" (p. 306) and her own "wider" considerations. In

the second, Lily tries to initiate a dialogue about

their personal relationship, a more intimate concern. What

she has to say during her final visit is difficult because

it is personal, and Selden's reserve seems generally im-

penetrable. He is still primarily a spectator.

When Lily realizes that Selden is embarrassed by her

frank expression of gratitude and affection, she finds it

"incredible that anyone should think it necessary to linger

in the conventional outskirts of word-play and evasion"

(p. 306), but she can calmly accept Selden's aloofness

because she has abandoned any kind of social sense of

decorum:

She had passed beyond the phase of well-bred
reciprocity, in which every demonstration must
be scrupulously proportioned to the emotion it
elicits, and generosity of feeling is the only
ostentation condemned. (p. 307)

The implication is that by repressing Lily's natural,

spontaneous impulses, society has stifled what is good

in her and opened the door for her to do things at odds

with her deepest sense of morality. Finally, though, she

is free from societal repressions--no longer likely to

compromise her deepest principles--but the price she pays

for this freedom is that she is doomed to be alone. Having

shed her social order, she has little hope of social ex-

change with familiar people.
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Society has now lost its power over Lily. Even unre-

quited love can go unremarked. She can visit a man's

apartment at night without compunction, whereas before she

was taking a great risk in having tea in Selden's flat in

the middle of the afternoon. Lily is truly at the mercy of

society in the first episode. As Selden observes: "she

was so evidently the victim of the civilization which had

produced her that the links of her bracelet seemed like

manacles chaining her to her fate" (p. 7). (Fate meaning

here a dull marriage to a wealthy man, and a trivial society

life.) By the time of the last visit, Lily has clearly

escaped this particular fate, but at the expense of losing

the life she knows--thus she loses her life both literally

and metaphorically. Though Lily makes an important break

from society in this last visit, she exercises her personal

freedom and reveals her independent spirit in consenting

to the first visit; her willingness from the beginning to

risk society's disapproval creates the possibility of con-

flict.

Lily's personal inclinations are so often shaped by

the circumstances of the moment and her state of mind

that her decisions concerning Bertha Dorset's letters to

Lawrence Selden are not surprising. The first episode

occurs in Chapter Nine of Book One and the second in

Chapter Eleven of Book Two. In both instances, personal
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despair and loneliness cause Lily to make a decision that

is at odds with her true nature and sense of responsibility.

Lily's moral sense in both of these episodes is not yet

fully developed, but is, as Wharton says, "a groping con-

sciousness.""

After buying the letters from Selden's cleaning woman,

ostensibly to save him from George Dorset's anger, Lily

goes to her room to burn the letters: "here at least she

could burn a few papers with less risk of incurring her

aunt's disapproval. She made no immediate motion to do

so, however" (p. 109). Lily is depressed by the dreari-

ness of her aunt's house, and by the fact that she has

just lost the wealthy Percy Gryce to the dumpy and dull

Evie van Osborgh. Lily's frame of mind makes her room

seem even more oppressive; her"haunting sense of physical

ugliness was intensified by her mental depression" (p.

110). Lily is fearing old age, ugliness, and poverty. Re-

calling the "ridicule by insinuations" (p. 110) to which

Bertha has subjected her adds resentment to her depression:

The thought of the ridicule struck deeper than
any other sensation. Lily knew every turn of
the allusive jargon which could flag its vic-
tim without the shedding of blood. Her cheeks
burned at the recollection, and she rose and
caught up the letters. She no longer meant to
destroy them. (p. 110)

The same kind of loneliness and despair assails Lily in

Chapter Eleven of Book Two. She has just lost her job in
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the milliner's shop, and unable to bear the bleakness of

her boardinghouse room, she spends her days walking around

the city, hoping to tire herself so that she can sleep at

night. One cold, cloudy day she goes into a restaurant

to escape the cold, and no one even notices her entrance.

The picture of the unacknowledged Lily is pathetic, con-

sidering her past triumphs:

A hum of shrill voices reverberated against the

low ceiling, leaving Lily shut out in a little
circle of silence. She felt a sudden pang of
profound loneliness. She had lost the sense of

time and it seemed to her as though she had not

spoken to anyone for days. Her eyes sought the
faces about her, craving a responsive glance, some
sign of an intuition of her trouble. But the . . .
women . . . were all engrossed in their own af-
fairs, and even those who sat by themselves were
busy running over proofsheets or devouring maga-

zines between their hurried gulps of tea. Lily

alone was stranded in a great waste of disoccupa-
tion. (p. 302)

Similarly, in the earlier episode, Lily felt alone

and stranded in her aunt's house as Mrs. Haffen arrived

with the letters. When the doorbell rang, Lily was

"roused . . . suddenly to the extent of her boredom.

It was as though all the weariness of the past months

had culminated in the vacuity of that interminable even-

ing. If only the ring meant a summons from the outer

world--a token that she was still remembered and wanted!"

(p. 101). In both of these situations Lily's frustration

spurs her to action. On each of these occasions, she

makes a decision which she--at least temporarily--believes
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will give her a chance to have a life of luxury free from

accommodating the whims of her wealthy acquaintances.

In the first instance, she decides to keep the letters

rather than burn them. In the second, she decides to use

the letters as a means of blackmail against Bertha. Upon

leaving the restaurant, Lily realizes that "as she sat in

the restaurant, she had unconsciously arrived at a final

decision" (p. 302). Lily goes home for the letters, but

by the time she gets there, the effect of the episode in

the restaurant has begun to fade. The circumstances

change, and she decides to sit and rest a while before

carrying out her plan: "The delay did not perceptibly

weaken her resolve" (p. 303). She gets ready to go out

after a time, still enough affected by the scene in the

restaurant to go on with her plan: "She seemed encased in

a strong armor of indifference, as though the vigorous

exertion of her will had finally benumbed her finer sensi-

bilities" (p. 303).

Lily, however, does not carry out her plan. She ends

up in Selden's flat, and once there, her resolve begins to

weaken. Under Selden's influence, it dissolves, Lily is

brought back to herself, and she throws the letters into

the fire. However, in keeping the letters and in planning

to use them, Lily has acted against her deepest character,

but only because part of her is still controlled by society
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and she is still influenced by the values it has imposed

upon her.

Two of the most compelling episodes in the novel occur

in Chapter Twelve of Book One and Chapter Nine of Book

Two. Both have an air of unreality about them, and in both

scenes, Lily and Selden act out roles rather than communi-

cate as two independent human beings.9 Selden's role in

both episodes takes on the added dimension of knight in

shining armor, and Lily behaves like the typical herione

of romantic, sentimental fiction. Despite the importance

of these obvious similarities between these episodes, the

contrasts between them are just as telling.

In the first episode, Selden goes to Lily of his own

accord; in the second, he goes because Gerty Farish asks

him to. In the first, he tells Lily that he will help

her by loving her; in the second, he comes only "in the

modest capacity of a person to talk things.over with" and

to tell her to quit working for Norma Hatch (p. 278).

At the Brys', he is willing to defend Lily's honor against

the slurs of society, but in the second episode, he re-

sumes his critical stance and tells her that she has placed

herself in "a false position" (p. 280).

Selden is mesmerized by Lily's beauty on the night

of the Brys' tableaux vivants. Lily's unadorned beauty

is far more compelling than her "artificial" beauty.
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Without the complicated dress of the period, Lily looks

real. Her "flesh-and-blood loveliness" (p. 134) has a

remarkable effect on the usually reserved Selden:

The noble buoyancy of her attitude, its suggestion
of searing grace, revealed the touch of poetry
in her beauty that Selden always felt in her pres-
ence, yet lost the sense of when he was not with
her. Its expression was now so vivid that for
the first time he seemed to see before him the
real Lily Bart . . . It was as though her beauty
. . . held out suppliant hands tolhim . . . and
. . . he felt an overmastering longing to be with
her again. (pp. 134-35) [italics mine]

Selden romanticizes his view of Lily, based solely on her

appearance. He has trouble here discerning "between fact

and imagination," and succumbs to "vision-making influences"

(p. 140). Life imitates art in this scene, and Selden is

dazzled by the perfection of a random organism (Lily) in

contrast to an imperfect, self-conscious depiction of life

(Reynolds' portrait). He has a typical male fantasy about

"saving" a beautiful young woman. Just any young woman

will not do in such a fantasy--she must be the most beau-

tiful woman the man can imagine, and she must look pure,

but be in danger of being ravished. At the moment, Lily

can satisfy these criteria.

Lily feels "an intoxicating sense of recovered power"

once she realizes the effect she has on the crowd. Her

struggle against the society she has just provided enter-

tainment for seems distant, and "differences of person-

ality were merged in a warm atmosphere of praise" (p. 136).
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She naively mistakes society's temporary interest in her

for solidarity, but her feeling of security, like almost

everything else connected with this evening, is false. An

air of unreality exists, and Lily and Selden are both tem-

porarily affected by it.

When the performance is over, Selden's "first impulse"

is to find Lily. He restrains himself briefly because he

wants "to luxuriate a moment in the sense of complete sur-

render" (pp. 135-36). He finds Lily just as a group of

male admirers leaves her:

Lily was therefore standing alone when he reached
her; and finding the expected look in her eye, he
had the satisfaction of supposing he had kindled
it. The look did indeed deepen as it rested on
him, for even in that moment of self-intoxication
Lily felt the quicker beat of life that his pres-
ence always produced . . . She read too in his an-
swering gaze, the confirmation of her triumph, and
for the moment it seemed to her that it was for
him only that she cared to be beautiful. (p. 137)

Selden, overwhelmed by Lily's physical presence,

tries to attribute his excitement to his perception of his

inner substance, but contrary to what he admits to himself,

this is not the first time he has realized that there is

more to Lily than what shows on the surface. And it is

the first time he has allowed his physical attraction for

her to get out of hand.

Lily, throughout the novel, is both physically and

intellectually attracted to Selden, but until she is out

of society, she cannot fully commit herself to an intimate
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relationship with him. She does, however, want his atten-

tion and approval. Lily's and Selden' s misperceptions of

their own feelings and motives are reflected in the un-

reality of the setting. Everything seems to be something

it is not. As they drift into the Bry conservatory, the

scene takes on a dream-like quality:

Selden had given her his arm without speaking.
She took it in silence, and they moved away . . .
faces about her flowed by like the streaming
images of sleep; she hardly noticed where Selden
was leading her . . . suddenly they were in the
fragrant brush of a garden. Gravel grated be-
neath their feet, and about them was the dimness
of a midsummer night. . . . The magic place was
deserted; there was no sound but the plash of the
water. on the lilypads and a distant drift of mu-
sic that might have been blown across a sleeping
lake. (p. 137)

This setting is perhaps the most influential one in the

novel; nowhere else does setting, or atmosphere, have such

an impact on the psychological aspect of an episode. 10 It

points up the fact that beautiful trappings can hide much

of the reality of day-to-day living, in direct contrast to

the setting of the companion episode of Book Two.

In Chapter Nine of Book Two, the effects of Selden's

disillusionment are clearly demonstrated. Though he mo-

mentarily and on occasion has doubts about his harsh

opinion of Lily, his principal role as Lily's judge takes

precedence over any other. He is much more comfortable

in his customary role, which he can maintain without a

struggle. He is clearly disgusted by Lily's association
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with Mrs. Norma Hatch, who pays women like Lily to direct

her into society. Selden does not know how desperate

Lily's financial situation is and assumes that she is

working for Mrs. Hatch solely to enjoy the comforts of the

Emporium Hotel. He cannot accept Lily in the real world--

a Lily who must contend with her mistakes and with getting

a living. He can cling only to that brief encounter in

the Bry conservatory when Lily seemed perfect to him:

Every step she took seemed in fact to carry her
farther from the region where he and she had
met for an illumined moment; and the recognition
of this fact, when its first pang had been sur-
mounted, produced in him a sense of negative re-
lief. It was much simpler for him to judge Miss
Bart by her habitual conduct than by the rare
deviations from it which had thrown her so dis-
turbingly in his way; and every act of hers
which made the recurrence of such deviations
more unlikely confirmed the sense of relief with
which he returned to the conventional view of
her. (p. 272)

Selden judges Lily by society's standards, thus allowing

the society that he claims to scorn to dictate his own

personal standards and attitudes. Nevertheless, Lily is

a powerful presence, and he has promised Gerty that he

will visit Lily. He goes to the Emporium Hotel in search

of her, but seeing her in that place unsettles him. Lily's

mere presence is enough to make Selden's emotions run high,

and this fact, coupled with his delicate sensibilities

about how she is earning her living, leaves him in a

great state of agitation. Lily, at once aware that she
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does not have the kind of power over him that she once had,

is angry at his intrusion on her difficulties. Selden

abandoned her when she needed him most--just after the

incident with Trenor--and she feels that he has no right

to judge her now, despite her growing conviction that she

is in a bad situation.

Their entire conversation is colored by their adver-

sary relationship: they have been able to accept each other

only in one role, that of victim and savior, and when Sel-

den sees that Lily will not play the role of victim, he

becomes angry. Likewise, when Lily sees that Selden is not

offering to save her himself, but instead is telling her

to save herself, she resists him. Though each feels a

deep attachment for the other, they cannot resolve their

differences because they know only one way to play the

game--the way they played it in the Bry conservatory, as

knight in shining armor and damsel in distress. In this

episode, Lily plays another feminine role: the indignant

heroine of sentimental fiction.

The setting of this encounter takes its cue from the

setting of the earlier episode. The Emporium Hotel seems

hardly more real than the Bry conservatory, but it has in

contrast to the tranquility of the conservatory a night-

marish quality: Mrs. Hatch's apartment is a "wilderness of

pink damask" and is home to a woman "floating in the void"
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of a "pallid world." It is a world created "for the grati-

fication of fantastic requirements." The inhabitants are

"richly upholstered" beings "without definite pursuits or

permanent relations, who [drift] on a languid tide of

curiosity." They seem to have "no more real existence

than the poet's shades in limbo" as they "float together

outside the bounds of time and space" (pp. 274-76). The

sumptuousness of the hotel is deceptive, too, disguising

it as a palace. But the unreality of this setting does

not camouflage the difficulties that Selden and Lily have

in communicating.

These two episodes reveal the powerful influence of a

society even on people who are on its periphery. Lily's and

Selden's contrasting responses to each other indicate

their susceptibility to circumstances and the subtle, in-

sidious effect of society's approval on their behavior.

In the Bry conservatory, society smiles. The world seems

beautiful and bright, people seem good and true, and Lily

seems to be a welcome member of society. Consequently,

she and Selden come together lovingly. In the second scene,

just the opposite is true. Society does not smile on Mrs.

Norma Hatch or the Emporium Hotel, the world seems cor-

rupt, lurid, and inhospitable, and Lily has been banished

from society. In this instance the discord between Lily

and Selden is not camouflaged or submerged, but lies on

the very surface of their words.
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Another pair of episodes that demonstrates the far-

reaching effects of a powerful society's values is found

in Chapter Fifteen of Book One and Chapter Seven of Book

Two, when Rosedale proposes to Lily, and she later pro-

poses to him. Irony links these episodes on the surface,

as thematic consistency links them in a more vital way.

They center on the business of buying and selling human

beings in the "marriage market," and both show the extreme

power of society over susceptible individuals.

The juxtaposition of Lily's and Rosedale's social posi-

tions in these episodes is an ironic contrast that con-

nects the two incidents. In the first scene, Lily is in

society, and Rosedale is out, trying to get in. In the

second scene, Rosedale is on his way in, and Lily is out,

trying to use Rosedale to get back in. As Lily realizes,

all Rosedale lacks is "a wife whose affiliations would

shorten the last tedious steps of his ascent" (p. 241).

And of course all Lily had needed when Rosedale proposed

to her was a husband whose money would accelerate her

tedious steps toward social ascendancy. Lily knows

that "it was with that object that, a year earlier, he

had fixed his affections on [her]; but in the interval he

had mounted nearer to the goal, while she had lost the

power to abbreviate the remaining steps of the way" (p.

241). Rosedale knows that Lily's value has diminished,
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and despite his open declaration of love for her, he re-

fuses her proposal. He tells her plainly that he would

have no chance of establishing a place for himself in so-

ciety if he were to marry her.

Clearly, a position in society is more important to

Rosedale than the woman he loves. Earlier, when he proposes

to her, he makes his intentions known. Though he loves

Lily, his emotions do not spur him to propose. He is of-

fering primarily a social and financial contract and is not

deterred by the fact that his feeling for Lily is not re-

ciprocated. Because he wants to achieve social position,

he can tolerate, even welcome, a simple business arrange-

ment:

I'm confoundedly gone on you--that's about the
size of it--and I'm just giving you a plain busi-
ness statement of the consequences. You're not
very fond of me--yet--but you're fond of luxury,
and style, and amusement, and of not having to
worry about cash. You like to have a good time
and not to have to settle for it, and what I pro-
pose to do is to provide for the good time and
do the settling. (pp. 176-77)

When, a year later, Lily begins to consider Rosedale

as a financial solution, she realizes that she is no

longer a good business deal, but hopes that Rosedale's

sexual attraction for her is strong enough to make him

marry her anyway. Even though just being friendly with

him is "deeply humiliating" to her, and even though she

cannot bear the "midnight images" of herself as Rosedale's
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wife, Lily plots and schemes to win him (pp. 240, 248). At

last, when the critical moment is at hand, she has to for-

tify herself with the thought of what Rosedale's money

will do for her:

She had to draw upon this thought, as upon some
fiery stimulant [a substitute for the sexual pas-
sion she does not feel] to keep up her part in the
scene. . . . she walked beside him, shrinking in
every nerve from the way in which his look and
tone made free of her, yet telling herself that
this momentary endurance of his mood was the price
she must pay . . . . (p. 253)

The sexual connotations of both of these passages,

particularly the latter, are intricately bound up in the

thematic conflict of the novel. Because of their great

desire to be in society, both Rosedale and Lily are willing

to involve themselves in the debasing business of buying

and selling human beings--Rosedale in the first scene of-

fers to buy Lily, and in the second she offers herself for

sale. Both are willing to suppress their natural inclina-

tions--unnecessarily--in order to achieve the means to

satisfy society.

In the first scene, Lily responds to Rosedale's offer

with amusement because she believes that Selden will save

her from all the Rosedales and Trenors of the world. She

thinks that if she confesses all her transgressions (par-

ticularly her dealings with Trenor) to her savior (Selden),

she will finally have some hope of leading an integrated

life. Her meeting with Selden in the Bry conservatory is
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fresh in her memory, and since Selden is always a catalyst

for the emergence of Lily's inherently "good" self, she

has, at the time of Rosedale's proposition, some defense

against her "social" impulses. By the time of the second

scene, however, Lily has no hope of help from Selden--

his trip to the West Indies and his attitude at Mrs.

Hatch's have proven that he will not fulfill his promise.

Her immediate anxieties, her immediate circumstances,

cause her "social self" to emerge as the dominant aspect

of her personality.

After Rosedale rejects Lily's proposal and explains

why, Lily's inherently good, moral self re-emerges. Seeing

"social falsehoods" swept away by Rosedale's candor, Lily

replies: "I understand you. . . . A year ago I should have

been of use to you, and now I should be an encumbrance; and

I like you for telling me so quite honestly" (pp. 256-57).

Lily is not very upset at losing her chance with Rosedale--

she has missed chances before without much regret. And

when Rosedale prolongs their conversation, telling her

that she should blackmail Bertha Dorset in order to make

herself marketable (marriageable) once again, Lily sees the

difference between merely breaking an unjustifiable rule

of society and in asserting one's moral independence.

Rosedale urges Lily to use Bertha's letters in order

to regain her social standing, and to re-establish herself
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as a suitable fiancee for himself, revealing to Lily that

despite his ability to be honest and forthright, his values

have been warped by his eagerness to establish himself in

society. Lily herself has had the urge to use Bertha's

letters, but she has been restrained by that part of her-

self which is separate from society; she has kept the let-

ters, however, because part of her wishes to be re-

established in society. Ironically, in the perverted

order of New York society, Lily's decision not to black-

mail Bertha is "anti-social"; that is, it validates the

insignificance of society--if it were important enough,

one would do anything to be a part of it. The conflict

within Lily is unresolved, but it is obviously tending

toward the victory of Lily's inherently moral nature. She

refuses to use the letters, and Rosedale realizes that

she will remain--for him--unmarriageable. He accuses her

of trying to protect Selden by not using the letters, but

that is a moot point; if Lily simply let Bertha know that

she had the letters, her task would be accomplished--and

Selden need never be implicated. Bertha would not raise

an outcry, for she too is in a precarious position, trying

to maintain her marriage to a wealthy, jealous man. Con-

trary to critical opinion, Lily refrains from using the

letters not because of Selden, but because of herself.

Perhaps the two most dramatic episodes in the novel,

and certainly the turning points of the action, both
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thematically and as they concern the plot, are Gus Trenor's

physical attack on Lily in Chapter Thirteen of Book One

and Bertha Dorset's verbal attack in Chapter Three of

Book Two. These two major events constitute the heart of

the novel, occurring as they do in the center of it, fore-

casting Lily's final banishment from society, and revealing

the strength of her moral center. Once Lily knows that

she owes Trenor money, she is determined to pay him; and

even though Bertha Dorset lies about Lily and causes her

to be shunned, Lily does not retaliate.

Though Gus Trenor actually touched Lily only once,

the threat of physical violence gives this incident its

power.1 1  This episode is the culmination of previous

incidents in which Lily has evaded Trenor, side-stepping

his increasing demands for attention. It is also the ful-

fillment of Selden's prophetic comment in the second epi-

sode of the novel: "Perhaps you'll meet your fate tonight

at the Trenors'" (p. 12). It was that very weekend that

Lily entered into the ill-advised financial arrangement

with Trenor, an act that ultimately cost her her inheri-

tance and the support of her best friend, Judy Trenor.

Bertha's attack on Lily, in conjunction with Lily's

relationship with Trenor and the loss of her aunt's

legacy, seals her fall from society. By using Gus and

allowing Bertha to use her, Lily makes herself more
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vulnerable than she has ever been before. She ends up with

two of the most influential women in society turned against

her.

At Monte Carlo, Lily has a wide and varied audience

to turn its eyes to her when Bertha openly refuses her ac-

cess to the Dorset yacht. When she is with Gus in the

Trenor drawing room, she has only to stay him, but in both

cases it is the outward manifestation of her inner sub-

stance that saves her, emotionally in the first instance

and physically in the second. At the worst point of her

encounter with Trenor, Lily "raised her hand and achieved

a last clear look at him. 'I am alone with you," she said.

"What more do you have to say?"' Her calm succeeds in de-

fusing his anger: "It was as though a cold air had dis-

persed the fumes of his libations" (p. 147). Similarly,

when Bertha publicly attacks her, Lily responds with calm

and deliberation:

Miss Bart, during this brief exchange of words,
remained in admirable erectness, slightly isolated
from the embarrassed group about her. . . . the
discomposure of the surrounding faces was not re-
flected in her own. The faint disdain of her
smile seemed to lift her high about her antagon-
ist's reach, and it was not till she had given
Mrs. Dorset the full measure of the distance be-
tween them that she turned and extended her hand
to her hostess. (p. 214)

Lily is able to respond to both of these incidents

with calm superiority because she is innocent of the spe-

cific charges made against her. But she knows that she is
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not altogether blameless, and so she does not retaliate

and accuse her accusers. Lily could easily expose Bertha's

scheme, but she remains silent. Granted, Selden is present,

and she is not likely to publicly implicate him in an il-

licit affair, but she could have called upon George Dorset

or Selden himself to tell the truth of the present situa-

tion. She does not stoop to demeaning behavior such as

Bertha's, proving the superiority of her moral sense. That

she does not immediately use Bertha's letters now that

she has a legitimate grievance indicates the strength of

her moral center and prepares the way for the dominance of

that aspect of her personality.

Lily's moral sense is finer than Trenor's, too.

Though not perfectly guiltless in her dealings with Trenor,

Lily does not actively attempt to do wrong. Gus, on the

other hand, lying to Lily to get her into his house, plans

a criminal act. He also enters into the financial agree-

ment with her knowing full well that he is not going to

invest any of her own money but rather send her occasional

"dividend" checks and then hold her in his debt--but not

for "payment in kind" (p. 146). In the same way, Bertha

invites Lily to go on the cruise precisely because she

needs someone pretty and intelligent enough to distract

her husband's attention from her affair with Ned Silverton.

While Lily knows that Bertha and Ned are carrying on a
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flirtation, she does not seriously consider that it is an

adulterous relationship. When she discovers the truth,

she is genuinely shocked and dismayed at her part in it,

but she is loyal enough not to judge Bertha and in fact

tries to intercede in her behalf.

Lily is faced with both of these crises once again

at the conclusion of her story. She has to reconsider

what to do with Bertha's letters at a time when she is

more desperate than ever and to decide whether to obliter-

ate her debt to Trenor even though she will be left nearly

penniless. These earlier episodes make her final decisions

real and believable: she destroys the letters so that she

can no longer be tempted by them, and she writes out a

nine-thousand-dollar check to Trenor immediately upon re-

ceiving the ten-thousand-dollar legacy from her aunt's es-

tate. In the earlier eipsode with Trenor, when she learned

that she owed him money, she had said, "I've told you that

I don't understand--but if I owe you money you shall be

paid" (p. 146). Lily makes . promise, and she keeps it.

And she never says a word about Bertha Dorset to anyone--

she does not even think hatefully of her, recognizing per-

haps that Bertha's desperation is akin to her own.

Her actions in regard to Trenor and Bertha, one an

honest and moral act, the other moral and compassionate, do

not reflect what is shown to be the way of New York society.
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Society is more concerned to appear honest and compassion-

ate than it is to be so, so that Lily's behavior is in

sharp contrast to the behavior of those around her. Up

until she destroys Bertha's letters and repays Trenor, she

vacillates, but with an ever-increasing tendency to act

according to her deepest personal values. She struggles

continuously between society's values and her own, and

only through her enforced banishment from society do her

personal values develop real force. At one point, when

she realizes that she is "out" of society, she describes

for Gerty Farrish what life is like for a hanger-on among

the privileged class, painting a bleak picture of a kind

of servitude exchanged for the privilege of living in the

shadow of the rich:

"It doesn't sound very amusing, does it? And it
isn't; I'm sick to death of iti And yet the
thought of giving it up nearly kills me. . . .
I can't go on in this way much longer, you know--
I'm nearly at the end of my tether. And then
what can I do--how on earth am I to keep myself
alive?" (p. 267)

The internal conflict that Lily describes informs

the twelve episodes that I have examined; the circumstances

of all of these situations force Lily to make decisions,

to behave in ways that will satisfy either society (prac-

tical, utilitarian behavior) or her own developing sense

of morality. By repeating the essence of the episodes of

Book One in parallel episodes in Book Two, Wharton
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establishes solidarity and continuity in a complex, heavily

peopled novel. In making Lily's responses to the episodes

of Book Two compatible with those of Book One, she estab-

lishes a "given" about Lily's character that makes her

transformation from society ingenue to human being seem

inevitable. But she never fails to show Lily's weakness,

either. These episodes chronicle just as surely Lily's

doubts and wrong acts, so that when she finally gains com-

plete personal freedom by burning the letters and repaying

Trenor, the cost is clearly calculated. One does not ex-

pect that Lily can shed a part of herself without trauma;

consequently, Lily's death becomes a logical conclusion

and a metaphor for her transformation.
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CHAPTER III

ETHAN FROME

Edith Wharton said that not until she wrote Ethan

Frome did she feel "the artisan's full control of his im-

plements," "full confidence" in the value of her subject,

and "relative faith" in her ability to do justice to that

subject.' She was not overly confident in saying so, for

Ethan Frome is generally regarded as one of her best works.

But in spite of its reputation as an American classic, it

has been criticized. Much of the criticism focuses on the

novel's structure--the narrative framework provided by the

young engineer--but, remarkably, even the subject matter

has been attacked. Many critics see "gratuitous suffering"

in Ethan Frome and even object to its having been written;

others dismiss Wharton's structural technique as a gross

misapplication of a method requiring a more skillful hand.
2

No matter what the critical consensus may prove to be, the

discussions of the novel always raise more questions about

the narrator's vision than about the narrator, and the

reader's interest is in Ethan Frome himself.

To understand the harmony inherent in the structure

of the vision of Ethan Frome, one must understand the

basic element of Ethan's character and the novel's

59
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essentially ambiguous theme. The thematic statement is

less a statement than a question: it is an unsettling,

a questioning, of the belief that there is merit in en-

during suffering, a belief that can at least in part be

traced to the philosophy of Ethan's puritan ancestors.

Ethan's puritan heritage is with him, though it is per-

verted in his character. 3  His emotional deprivation and

repression, which have caused his inability to function

positively, and his rejection of reality form the core of

his character.

Ethan's inadequate responses to his desire for Mattie

are the result of his long-time emotional deprivation and

repression. He does not give up Zeena for Mattie, and he

does not give up Mattie for Zeena. He ends up with them

both, and apparently they never really confront the reality

of their situation. As Cynthia Wolff says, "one mark of

[emotional] maturity is the ability to translate desire

into coherent words, words into action; and Ethan Frome

is incapable of all such transactions."'

The brevity of Ethan Frome results in a single criti-

cal episode "carrying" each chapter, with Chapter Seven

functioning almost entirely as an illuminating incident.

Sometimes the illuminating incident is a flashback, a re-

consideration of an earlier happening in a new context or

a new set of circumstances. In the vision, approximately
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one hundred forty-six pages long, the crucial moments come

hard and fast, suggesting shock and aftershock, reverbera-

tion upon reverberation. A sort of downhill or negative

momentum is at work which is aptly concretized in Mattie's

and Ethan's sled ride. Percy Lubbock recognized the power

of Wharton's episodic technique when he wrote that

The little characteristic episode, chosen by the
novelist to illustrate some development of a
situation, may become . . . a poem of delight . . . .

Whatever it consists in, this power is at work in
Ethan Frome. The tiny incidents which lead grad-
ually up to the strange catastrophe are magnetized
and luminous and quick.'

Emotional deprivation and repression cause Ethan to be

thoroughly self-conscious; unable to live fully in the real

world, his ability to live in a fantasized world is re-

markably developed. His is not a balanced, integrated

personality, because a great schism exists between his

inner and outer worlds. Ethan is deceived less by appear-

ances than by his own fantasies, which have become more

real to him than anything he actually knows or sees.6 His

final escape from his fantasies (his life after the acci-

dent) is his tragedy: he has to live not in, but with,

himself. His seemingly irrational fear of Zeena through-

out the novel is understandable only because she repre-

sents something, larger than herself, not just social

order, conformity, entrapment, but, most important, reality.

And reality--not Zeena--poses the greatest threat to
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fantasy. Ethan might reasonably fear Zeena's discovery of

his desire for Mattie, but the fear he feels encompasses

more than that, and it is something even more important to

him than Mattie that he fears losing--his freedom, which he

can find only in fantasy. Ethan's fantasies are not only

his freedom, but also his defense against an inhospitable,

indifferent world.

This basic conflict dominates every crucial episode

in the novel, juxtaposing a grim reality and an ecstatic

fantasy throughout. Ethan's response to reality is con-

sistent: he tries to ignore it, but if it does intrude

on his fantasy, he is weakened, overwhelmed, defeated be-

cause of his incapability to manipulate facts, events, or

people in any way. Thus, the reader is prepared for the

outcome of the novel--Ethan's final defeat, the death of

his illusions and his inner world.

Wharton's thematic consistency, linked irrovocably to

Ethan's character, is no less consistent. Each critical

episode, or illuminating incident, reveals the poten-

tially tragic effects on the human psyche of a thwarted

emotional life. This focus is almost always on Ethan's

psyche, and understanding him helps one to understand Zeena

and Mattie. Zeena's role is far more active--in a real

sense--than Mattie's. Zeena, not Mattie, is the catalyst

for most of the action, while Mattie most often is the
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catalyst for Ethan's vision-building faculties. Conse-

quently, Wharton develops Zeena's character in more detail

than she does Mattie's.

Wharton opens and closes the narrator's vision with

Mattie and Ethan in the same setting, lending credibility

to her claim that her last page is always implicit in the

first. But what really validates this claim is what we

learn of Ethan in the opening pages of the story: Ethan's

studies at a technical college were ended prematurely

by his father's death, and "though they had not gone

far enough to be of much practical use they had fed his

fancy and made him aware of huge cloudy meanings behind

the daily face of things." 7 Ethan does live in the

clouds and only when they threaten to evaporate will he

come down to earth. Ethan's brief experience with the

pleasures of human companionships has unsuited him for the

emptiness of emotional deprivation--the isolated life of

the frustrated, sensitive, but inarticulate, farmer--so

he simply ignores life and lives within himself. Mattie

sparks a vision within him, and his imagination begins to

produce wonderful things. Ammons, quoting Simone de Beau-

voir, describes Mattie's "psychomythic significance for

Ethan":

"Woman is not the useless replica of man, but
rather the enchanted place where the living
alliance between man and nature is brought
about. If she should disappear, men would
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be alone, strangers lacking passports in an icy
world. She is the earth itself raised to life's
summit, the earth become sensitive and joyous;
and without her . . . the earth is mute and
dead." 8  [italics mine]

Certainly this interpretation is compatible with the view

that Mattie is the catalyst for Ethan's most ecstatic

visions, for Ethan does possess a sort of unspoken Words-

worthian desire for communion with nature, and Mattie is

associated throughout the book with nature imagery. Wharton

herself clarifies Mattie's significance for Ethan, writing

as though she had the myth in mind:

He had always been more sensitive than the peo-
ple about him to the appeal of natural beauty

.. But hitherto the emotion had remained
in him as a silent ache, veiling with sadness
the beauty that evoked it. . . . Then he learned
that one other spirit had trembled with the same
touch of wonder . . . it seemed to Ethan . . .
that words had at last been found to utter his
secret soul. . . . (p. 34)

Even when Mattie says the word "married" it seems to Ethan

"a rustling covert leading to enchanted glades" (p. 93).

Zeena's role in Ethan's conflict is more than that of

unwanted wife: as Ethan' s vision-building faculties increase,

she represents more and more the "real" world, and terror.

As Mattie becomes the center of Ethan's world, "Zeena her-

self, from an oppressive reality, [fades] into an insub-

stantial shade" (p. 39). As long as Zeena will remain in

the background, Ethan is content to give no thought to her,

"thinking of other things" when she talks (p. 72). And
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when she falls silent, there is no obstacle at all to

"other things." Thus he has passed at least six years of

his seven years of marriage.

But in the first illuminating incident of the narra-

tor's vision, we see that Zeena has thrust herself into

Ethan's fantasy. Reality intrudes, and Ethan is afraid:

he postpones a discussion of Zeena's latest complaint by

saying that he is late, to which Zeena suddenly and in-

cisively replies: "I guess you're always late now you

shave every morning" (p. 39). Zeena's insinuations about

a possible romance between Mattie and Denis Eady worry

Ethan some, but Zeena's comment seems a real threat.

Ethan's fear of Zeena is a recurring motif and,:in the

final incident, it may be that the appearance of Zeena's

face in the guise of a monster (the horror of reality)

thwarts Ethan's suicide attempt (an escape from reality):

"Suddenly his wife's face, with twisted monstrous linea-

ments, thrust itself between him and his goal" (p. 170).

Wharton thus connects the first incident with the last

through the image of Zeena as the monster who threatens

Ethan's fantasy world.' Wharton's consistent use of this

motif and Ethan's subsequent fear of Zeena help to estab-

lish continuity among all of the story's episodes and pre-

pare the reader for Ethan's final flight from reality:

As they took wing . . . it seemed to Ethan that
they were flying indeed, flying far up into the
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cloudy night, with Starkfield immeasurably below
them, falling away like a speck in space. (p. 169)

This passage, in addition to its obvious sexual impli-

cations, serves as another link between the opening of the

tale and its conclusion. At the opening, Ethan thinks of

the sky as a metallic dome, an exhausted receiver, which

suggests enclosure, entrapment, non-communication; during

the later incident there are no boundaries, the night

opens up, and Ethan and Mattie--as one--are no longer

earthbound. This episode is just one more illustration

of how much meaning Wharton could invest in a brief event.

Two of her most telling episodes occur in Chapters

Two and Four; these episodes are linked to each other,

and together they make a statement about Ethan's character

which is validated repeatedly in the story's other episodes.

The theme--a questioning of the value of endurance--is re-

flected in Ethan's character, as the reader sees what having

to endure has done to Ethan.

Zeena, as Ethan's wife, is necessarily a symbol of

convention in addition to her broader function as the repre-

sentation of reality, and as such she provides a basis for

a conflict between the individual and the social order.

Ethan has vaguely wished for years to escape, but when

Mattie arrives to stimulate his fantasies, Ethan becomes

even more passive and self-conscious, and with his vision

intact, Ethan feels safe, his desire to escape diminished.
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In Chapter Two, before Zeena appears at the kitchen door,

Ethan looks at the family cemetery, which, because of Mat-

tie, no longer "mocks" his "desire for change and freedom."

Because he has "abandoned himself to . . . dreams," all

desire for change has vanished. Ethan lets his "vision

possess him" as he and Mattie walk toward the house (p. 50).

This commentary, coming just before the critical epi-

sode at the end of the chapter, parallels the commentary

in Chapter Four, when Ethan pauses by the graves on his way

up to Mattie.. He reflects that he "used to think that fifty

years sounded like a long time to live together, but now it

seemed to him that they might pass in a flash" (p. 80).

That he can wonder at this moment what epitaph will be

used over him and Zeena shows the separation of his two

worlds. Despite his feeling for Mattie, she does not fig-

ure as a "real" person in the way that Zeena does. This

also shows that Ethan is content to let matters ride; he is

not yet even considering the possibility of leaving Zeena.

Most of his desires have taken the form of anemic wishful

thinking: maybe Zeena will die from her illness, maybe she

has been killed by tramps.

The sharp contrast between Zeena's appearance at the

door in Chapter Two and Mattie 's in Chapter Four is re-

vealing: the two women function as symbols of reality and

fantasy, and the two scenes open the critical episodes of
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each chapter. In Chapter Two, Ethan is intoxicated by his

vision of life with Mattie, his "head heavy with dreams"

(p. 51), and the appearance of Zeena is a shocking in-

trusion:

Against the background of the kitchen she stood
up tall and angular, one hand drawing a quilted

counterpane to her flat breast, while the other
hand a lamp. The light, on a level with her
chin, drew out of the darkness her puckered
throat and the projecting wrist of the hand
that clutched the quilt, and deepened fantasti-
cally the hollows and prominences of her high-
boned face under its ring of crimping pins. To
Ethan, still in the rosy haze of his hour with
Mattie, the sight came with the intense pre-
cision of the last dream before waking. (pp.
52-53)

In Chapter Four, Wharton reverses the situation, in

one of her characteristic ironic inversions, as Mattie

opens the door:

She stood as Zeena had stood, a lifted lamp in
her hand . . . she held the light at the same
level, and it drew out with the same distinction
her slim young throat and the brown wrist no

bigger than a child's. Then striking upward,
it threw a lustrous fleck on her lips, edged
her eyes with velvet shade, and laid a milky
whiteness about the black curve of her brows.
. . . She seemed to Ethan taller, full, more
womanly in shape and motion. (pp. 81-82)

The light is merciless to Zeena, but it is kind to

Mattie, making her seem "more womanly." The exaggeration

of Zeena's unattractiveness and Mattie's beauty is explained

by Ethan's perception of them: Zeena is his nemesis;

Mattie is his muse. Ethan vainly attempts in Chapter Two

to prolong his vision, to avoid acting out his actual role,
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by saying that he will stay downstairs and work as the two

women get ready to go up to bed: "Tonight it was pecu-

liarly repugnant to him that Mattie should see him follow

Zeena into their bedroom" (p. 54). Zeena, of course,

states the facts of the situation--that it is late, and the

kitchen is cold. In contrast, in Chapter Four, as he

enters the kitchen, he is "suffocated with the sense of

well-being" because of the prospect of pretending that he

and Mattie are a married couple sharing a meal (p. 82).

The presence of Zeena's cat and the broken pickle dish,

however, intrude on this fantasy; even though Zeena is in

Bettsbridge, her "things" have the power of beating back

Ethan's efforts to rise above reality. The broken pickle

dish, though, allows Ethan the opportunity to take charge

of a real problem and attempt to solve it. But he has no

glue and he cannot mend the dish, so he simply lays the

pieces together and convinces himself that there is "no

risk of immediate discovery" (p. 87). Despite the severity

of this accident, Ethan puts its possible ramifications out

of his mind and returns to his fantasy: he "commands" Mat-

tie to finish supper, and when he sees that she is "com-

pletely reassured," he is inordinately thrilled, and we

are told that

his soul swelled with pride as he saw how his
tone subdued her. She did not even ask what
he had done. Except when he was steering a
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big log down the mountain to his mill he had

never known such a thrilling sense of mastery.

(p. 87)

Mattie's reaction to Ethan's "positive" action is a

far cry from Zeena' s reaction to his announcement of his

intention to work awhile. In Chapter Two, Ethan ends up

assenting, and "with lowered head" follows Zeena up the

stairs and "across the threshold of their room" (p. 54).

Zeena can enforce reality, and Ethan is powerless before

it, but with Mattie, Ethan can subdue reality and slip

back into his fantasies. He can also achieve some sort

of sexual release; power is a recurrent sexual metaphor

in Wharton' s fiction, and with Zeena Ethan is powerless.

The juxtaposition of these two incidents at the conclusion

of Chapters Two and Four, with the illuminating incident

of Chapter Three ostensibly effecting Zeena's complete

removal from the scene, establishes clearly Ethan's basic

conflict.

Chapter Five continues the fantasy, but it is so

often interrupted (the image of Zeena on Mattie's face,

the cat, the rocking-chair) that Ethan has a hard time sus-

taining it. Zeena's unseen presence and "the warm lamp-lit

room with all its implications of conformity and order"

stifle Ethan (p. 93). Ethan cannot touch Mattie: he can

be close to her in his dreams, but given a real opportunity

to proclaim his feelings, he cannot--he must revert to
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fantasy or despair. He despairs. He thinks to himself

that he has been in a dream, he loses the initial "illu-

sion of long-established intimacy," he recognizes his folly

in setting "his imagination adrift on the fiction that [he

and Mattiel had always spent their evenings thus and would

always go on doing so" (p. 90). So deep is his despair

that he suffers a physical withdrawal from his fantasies:

The return to reality was as painful as the re-

turn to consciousness after taking an anesthetic.
His body and brain ached with weariness, and he

could think of nothing to say or do that should

arrest the mad flight of the moments. (p. 95).

Even as he realizes that he has been fantasizing,

Ethan tries to think of a way to escape reality--to escape

time. Ethan's dependence on his fantasies, and their de-

pendence on Mattie, is severe. Consequently, the prospect

of her going away produces--for Ethan--a violent reaction:

he considers going with her. It is never more than a con-

sideration, however, for it requires positive action.

Ethan's return to reality in the episode in Chapter

Five establishes a connection between that episode and the

episodes of Chapters Two and Four. It also is linked to

the final episode, Ethan's dramatic return to reality after

the suicide attempt. In all of these episodes, Zeena

figures as the destroyer of the fantasy. Similarly, toward

the end of Chapter Six, when Ethan bursts into the kitchen,

certain that Zeena is still away and that he can mend the
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broken dish, his buoyance is destroyed by Mattie's fright-

ened whisper: "Oh Ethan--Zeena's come" (p. 104).

Chapter Seven, the turning point of the novel, func-

tions almost entirely as a crucial episode; it begins and

ends with one, the first being Ethan's and Zeena's argument

about the hired girl, and the second, the scene after sup-

per, when Zeena discovers her broken pickle dish. All of

the earlier developments of theme and character are con-

solidated in these two episodes, which reveal more than

any of the others the horror of emotional deprivation.

Ethan, confronted by Zeena with a real problem (whether to

take on the new girl), cannot deal with it.

We see his inexpert handling of the real world--of

Zeena--as he fails to placate her, to read her mood ac-

curately, or to interpret early signs of danger. Fumbling

about with his conflicting emotions, he lets Zeena gain

control of the conversation and subsequent argument. He

is not accustomed to experiencing emotion directed toward

Zeena, and he simply has no defenses against her strength

of will:

It was the first scene of open anger between the
couple in their sad seven years together, and
Ethan felt as if he had lost an irretrievable
advantage in descending to the level of recrimina-
tions. But the practical problem was there and
had to be dealt with. (p. 112)

This is, from earlier evidence, the first scene of any

sort of real emotion between them. And so far as Ethan has
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been capable of simply removing himself, he has had the ad-

vantage over Zeena. Zeena's escape has been into herself,

too, but her fantasies of illness require a great deal more

external support than Ethan's. Her escape cannot be as

complete as his, and she is obviously more dependent on him

than he is on her. Zeena, because her withdrawal is quali-

fied, can see outside herself more realistically than

Ethan can, and so while Ethan has been oblivious to Zeena's

observation of his interest in Mattie, Zeena has been watch-

ing the progression of that interest. She now means to

settle the affair for good by banishing Mattie from the

household. The only indication in this particular episode

that she wishes to do so out of heartbreak rather than out

of spite is her accusation, which is not far from accurate,

that Ethan "couldn't do no less than marry" her after all

she had done for his mother (p. 111). She may not realize

that it was not even gratitude that caused Ethan to marry

her.

Whether Zeena knows that Ethan will not be able to do

what he wants--keep Mattie there or go away with her--is

unclear. She may be taking a chance, or she may be cer-

tain of success. She certainly seems to know Ethan better

than he knows her. Ethan, blind as he is to what Zeena

says and does, does not at first see her plan, and for all

the previous evidence of her cunning, is genuinely surprised
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when she says that they can afford the hired girl because

she is sending Mattie away:

He still had but a confused sense of what she
was saying. From the beginning of the discussion
he had instinctively avoided the mention of Mat-
tie's name, fearing he hardly knew what: criti-
cism, complaints, or vague allusions to the
imminent probability of her marrying. But the
thought of a definite rupture had never come to
him, and even now could not lodge itself in his
mind. (p. 115)

Ethan does have a hard time seeing things clearly--he sup-

poses that his feelings for Mattie have been invisible,

that Zeena has not noticed, when in fact she has been con-

cocting a plan to get rid of Mattie. Ethan does know enough

about Zeena to try to appeal to her pride. What will people

think of her turning out a homeless girl who is also a cou-

sin? Zeena's reply effectively removes any doubt that if

Ethan has not been living in the real world, she has:

Zeena waited a moment, as if giving him time to
feel the full force of the contrast between his
own excitement and her composure. Then she re-
plied in the same smooth voice: "I know well
enough what they say of my having kep' her here
as long as I have." (p. 117)

Ethan thought that Zeena's trip to Bettsbridge was a "plot

hatched between herself and her Pierce relations to foist

on him the cost of a servant," and even now he does not

realize the nature of the family conference (p. 111).

Ethan's interest in Mattie is obvious, and, in the light

of his indifference toward Zeena, untenable to her. At

Zeena's cool reply, Ethan feels himself go "suddenly weak
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and powerless" and Zeena, for the first time, is the re-

cipient of real emotion--hate (p. 117). Only by threaten-

ing his fantasy world can she elicit some real response

from him and get his attention. Her illnesses have not

attracted much attention.1 0

Ethan looked at her with loathing. She was no
longer the listless creature who had lived at
his side in a state of sullen self-absorption,
but amysterious alien presence, an evil energy
secreted from the long years of silent brooding.
It was the sense of his helplessness that
sharpened his antipathy. There had never been
anything in her that one could appeal to; but
as long as he could ignore and command he had
remained indifferent. Now she had mastered him
and he abhorred her. (pp. 117-18)

Now that he is forced to deal directly with Zeena

(reality), he sees what her emotional deprivation has done

to her. But he does not see that he has not commanded

Zeena in anything, nor that he has tolerated her only be-

cause she has not intruded before on his own self-

absorption. The fact that Ethan and Zeena have lived to-

gether for seven years without openly expressing emotion

gives a clear picture of the extent of their emotional

repression. This episode gives a clear picture of the

damage that repression has done to them, justifying Whar-

ton's claim in the introduction to Ethan Frome that her

characters were "granite outcroppings; but half-emerged

from the soil, and scarcely more articulate, an image of

the vitality and insentience of the earth" (p. vi).
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Ethan's perception of Zeena as "an alien presence"

and an "evil energy" reinforces the image of her as a

monster that appears in other episodes of the story. Even

in his indifference, he thinks of her as a "creature,"

suggesting that he has never thought of her as a human

being and perhaps, as a consequence, not treated her as one.

Listlessness is as much a sign of mental illness as physi-

cal, and just because Zeena seems to have lost all warm

human feelings does not mean that she never had any.

Exactly what is wrong with Zeena, both physically and

mentally, is never said, but there may be a finger pointing

at Ethan. Yet he cannot really be blamed for Zeena's

plight--he cannot even maintain his own emotional sta-

bility.

In the concluding episode of Chapter Seven--the con-

frontation after Zeena discovers the broken pickle dish--

Zeena's grief seems misplaced. But Zeena's marriage is

loveless, emotionless, and she has consequently invested

her emotions in the hopeful symbols of marital happiness--

wedding gifts. And the prize possession is "a dish of gay

red glass," a dish whose color is the age-old emblem of

passion (p. 82). In light of Zeena's response to her os-

tensible "loss" of Ethan's affection, her reaction to the

loss of her dish is revealing." She is emotional and

loses her composure at the sight of the shattered dish;
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her shattered marriage is not mourned--at least not openly.

In the previous episode, Zeena laughs, but in this episode,

she cries. She does not directly confront Ethan and Mat-

tie about their affair, but she immediately demands to

know who broke her dish. When Mattie confesses her guilt,

Zeena tells her that she is a "bad girl" and that if she

had listened to the warnings about Mattie, her dish would

still be intact (p. 127). But Zeena slips and says to

Mattie, "You've took from me the one I cared for most of

all," indicating the dual nature of her grief (p. 127).

Zeena suffers a spasm of sobs, and says,

"If I'd 'a' listened to folks, you'd 'a' gone
before now, and this wouldn't 'a' happened" . .
and gathering up the bits of broken glass she
went out of the room as if she carried a dead
body . . . (pp. 127-28)

These two episodes present Wharton's thematic concern

in vivid detail and clearly connect that concern to the

psyches of at least two of the characters in the novel.

They further reveal an ominous omission on Ethan's part:

he makes no definitive defense of Mattie. He protests

weakly in the first instance, but in the second he stands

mute. Facts need to be acknowledged in these tortuous

scenes, but Ethan can say nothing. As it turns out, it

is only in a fantasy that he thinks he can help Mattie

and himself, as he tries to apply another man's solution

to his own situation.1 2 The suicide attempt is nothing
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more than an irrational attempt to avoid having to make a

real decision and live by it. These two episodes relent-

lessly expose Ethan's crumbling fantasy, his pathetic

disorientation and confusion.

Chapter Eight presents Ethan's moves and countermoves

in trying to imagine a way to leave Zeena, and concludes

with the incident with Mrs. Hale, and Ethan's first real

acceptance of the facts of his life. He characteristically

loses all initiative and becomes weak and powerless in the

face of reality. But just as he has done all along, he

soon tries to recapture his fantasy in spite of the real

situation. All along this has been his way of surviving:

earlier in the day he had told himself that "he had doubt-

less exaggerated the significance of Zeena's threats" and

said to Jothan Powell, "Oh, it ain't so sure about Mattie's

going" even though Zeena had already arranged it (pp.

137-38).

Ethan's insistence, in Chapter Nine, on driving Mattie

over to Corbury Flats seems at first glance to be a posi-

tive action. But it is not--it does not alter the situa-

tion at all; it simply postpones the reality of Mattie's

going. As long as Ethan is with her, he can fantasize,

rising above the vision of the farm and Zeena. If Jothan

drives her over, reality must be faced the minute she is

out of sight, the minute she steps out the door and Ethan
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is left alone in the house with Zeena. Throughout Chapter

Nine, Wharton sustains the sense of Ethan's struggle to

ignore a reality that is gaining strength and threatens to

overwhelm him, creating an atmosphere compatible with the

suicide attempt, which is the critical episode of the

chapter.

Even as Ethan and Mattie prepare to leave the house,

Ethan cannot accept what is happening: "Ethan, looking

slowly around the kitchen, said to himself with a shudder

that in a few hours he would be returning to it alone."

And because he believes he has no alternative, "the sense

of unreality overcame him once more, and he could not

bring himself to believe that Mattie stood there for the

last time before him" (p. 151). Later, he detours by

Shadow Pond to relive one of their happy moments and thus

stave off the moment of separation and the end of his

dreams, because Ethan's dream, above anything else, de-

pends on Mattie's presence in his house.

He has been content for Mattie to remain forever the

third party, to give up her chances of marriage and home,

while he remained Zeena's husband.1 3 It is not likely

that infidelity would have ever seriously threatened the

arrangement, and the best that Ethan has hoped for Mattie

was for Zeena to die, giving the Mattie the chance to

move across the hall from her small bedroom to his. When
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he tried to plan a way for him and Mattie to go west, he

failed. Sitting at Shadow Pond, with Mattie's departure

immiment, Ethan has "the illusion that he was a free man,

wooing the girl he meant to marry" (p. 155). And when

Mattie shows him his letter to Zeena, he cries out, "If I

would ha' done it, would you?" (p. 157). To know that she

"would have" is as important to him as the action would

have been to another man.

In spite of all the bitter intrusions on Ethan's

fantasy world, Wharton sustains the essential facet of his

personality in the final chapter, where all his previous

collisions with reality are reflected in the final one.

In all of the earlier episodes, Ethan's fantasy has been

the loser because he has been unable to turn his fantasies

into a reality. Why? The answer lies in Ethan's meager

expectations of life, in his thwarted dreams and ambitions.

He is so accustomed to losing the things he wants (or never

even having a chance at them) that though his consciousness

wages its most violent battle ever at Mattie's leaving,

Ethan cannot imagine any solution. He is capable only of

escapism. He has for so long restricted his vision-building

faculties to the creation of what is improbable that he no

longer knows how to imagine probabilities. Consequently,

he is left with no choice, but it is because of an earlier,

insidious choice to retreat.'
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Although Ethan's puritan heritage is not an overt ele-

ment of his conflict, evidence of its presence exists. The

prevailing social order of Starkfield is puritan in es-

sence, if it is a puritanism degenerated from that of its

first American practitioners. Only one man in town prac-

tices smart new business methods, and he is an Irishman.

For the most part, the bustling efficiency of puritan an-

cestors has faded. The church is used for mixed dances,

picnics, games, entertainment--the kind of frivolity often

frowned upon by the early puritans.

Ethan, though, misses out on the companionship offered

by these simple entertainments; he is in a way reliving

the isolation of the puritans without spiritual consola-

tion. The inner life of the puritans made the realities

of this world easier to bear--the inner life, it was urged,

should take precedence over and control the outer one.

Ethan, with the visionary capacity of his ancestors, is

separated from the outer world; however, it does not serve

to sublimate the passions of the world, but allows him to

experience those passions. It does not make the realities

of the world easier to bear; it makes them harder. It

incapacitates him, thereby removing his ability to realize

any vision. The first of Calvin's five points includes the

doctrine of man's lack of free will, and this heritage has

strongly affected Ethan's world view: he believes, as he
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tells Mattie, "I'm tied hand and foot, Matt. There isn't a

thing I can do" (p. 158). There are in fact several

things he might do--but there is nothing that he can imag-

ine doing, and the thought must come before the action.

Wharton's picture of Ethan's dark character is il-

luminated in the final episode of Chapter Nine, when

Ethan's "one desire [is] to postpone the moment of turning

the sorrel toward the Flats" (p. 161). Characteristically,

when reality looms large, he cannot think beyond the

moment--not even now when the need for resolute action

is crucial. Instead he temporizes, taking Mattie on a

sled ride. Seemingly cut loose from the earth, "with the

hollow night opening out below them and the air singing

by like an organ" Ethan experiences a "strange exultation

of mood" (p. 163). It is strange only because of the

situation, for any time that Ethan feels he has escaped

the real world, he experiences an exalted mood. But just

as it has all along, reality intrudes, and as he and Mattie

walk up the hill, Ethan realizes that they will never be

together again. The finality of this recognition prompts

no decision or action. It simply causes him to grope for

a way to regain his vision. It is Mattie who must suggest

action, but she can talk Ethan into it only by conjuring

up a vision of Zeena: Ethan can finally and clearly imagine

the worst--reality:
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[with Mattie' s] words came the hated vision of the

house he was going back to--of the stairs he would

have to go up every night , of the woman who would
wait for him there. And the sweetness of Mattie s

avowal [of love] made the other vision more abhor-

rent, the other life more intolerable to return to.

(p. 166)

Wharton' s language is particularly apt, for Ethan has had

two lives. And the painfulness of his vision of reality

makes him call up his fantasy world: he no longer listens

to what Mattie is saying, he kisses her, and "they seem[ed]

to be by the pond together in the burning August sun" (pp.

166-67).

Consequently, he agrees to a suicide pact to avoid the

pain of living in the real world, and to achieve ultimate

freedom from reality, but, as in all of the previous epi-

sodes, Ethan's fantasy collides with reality--now in the

shape of a big elm tree.
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CHAPTER IV

THE AGE OF INNOCENCE

TheAe of Innocence, the novel for which Edith Wharton

won the Pulitzer Prize in 1921, illustrates her continuing

success with a basically episodic structure. While less

obviously episodic than either The House of Mirth or Ethan

Frame, The Age of Innocence illustrates Wharton's skill in

using brief episodes, or crucial moments, to illuminate

her theme and to reveal depths of character that are not

easily explained by simple narrative. James W. Tuttleton

says that "like Proust, she believed that the proper study

of mankind is man's conscious and purposive behaviors."

Consequently, the telling points of her novels are moments

of choice, revelatory moments of decision.1  The crucial

episodes of The Age of Innocence, like the best of her

other novels, show how a particular character will react

to a particular kind of problem. Wharton's characters are

real in that what they do in a moment of decision is far

more telling than what they think they will do. Newland

Archer reveals something of himself by being who he is--a

young man with a certain kind of upbringing making his way

in a certain kind of society. 2 But we really come to

86
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know Archer's limitations and his potential in the care-

fully constructed critical episodes of the novel.

Marilyn Lyde says, "Mrs. Wharton's basic technique

for creating her central figures is to endow them with

certain qualities which fail to fit into the established

social pattern but are yet related to it." 3 This state-

ment may be more applicable to Newland Archer than to any

other of Wharton's characters; of all her protagonists,

Archer is the one most integrated into his society, and

even his impulses that are alien to the collective body

are dominated by the well-bred restraint that character-

izes the whole of his society.

We see in the novel's crucial episodes the depth of

passion that Archer must struggle with--we see Archer's

passion in conflict with a sterile society. It is a varia-

tion of Wharton's usual theme of the conflict between the

individual and the social order, a detailed examination

of the schism possible between one's public self and

one's private self, a schism embodied in Archer's frus-

trated passion for Ellen Olenska.) The theme is a varia-

tion of that of Ethan Frome, for Newland Archer is a man

with two lives; and the situation is a rather paradoxical

inversion of The House of Mirth, with a young man in the

inner sanctum of society straining to get out for the

sake of a young woman whose moral fastidiousness, unlike
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that of Lawrence Selden, is less personal squeamishness

than it is a genuine belief in the necessity of civilized

institutions such as marriage.

Ellen, who has looked at the question from both sides,

believes that even the stifling institutions of old New

York better serve the cause of civilization than does the

decadence of a society where personal gratification always

triumphs. Archer's emotions are pitted against this be-

lief, and Wharton shows the poignancy of his sacrifice to

it. Wharton characteristically shows both sides of the

question from Archer's and Ellen's perspective; she also

examines it indirectly from May Archer's point of view,

the clan's, and finally through the eyes of Archer's son

and Archer himself in late middle age.

Because Archer matters more to his society than Lily

Bart and Ethan Frome matter to theirs, his decision is a

more complicated one; his desire to shrug off societal

duties will have far-reaching consequences. Many people

care what he does--he is not isolated; he is never an out-

cast. Archer does not struggle with moral principles, but

with a living body. Consequently, Wharton describes,

in perhaps more detail than anywhere else, the attitudes

and habits of that particular society: she spends a great

deal of time setting the stage and preparing us for the

conflict to come. The truly illuminating incidents--those
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that center on the pathos of the awakening and silencing

of Newland Archer's private self--occur well into the nar-

rative. Those occurring earlier in the novel presage the

nature of Archer's ultimate conflict, the problem of whether

the public self or the private one will dominate.

Because in all of the early episodes, Archer, either

willingly or unwillingly, reverts to his public self, the

predominance of that self is well established before his

personal self becomes a serious question. Thus Wharton

shows that no matter how strong Archer's emotions may be,

his ingrained sense of social duty is at least as strong.

And furthermore, the public self has extensive, tangible

support, while the personal self has Archer alone to sup-

port it, and sometimes not even that. Yet, and this is

extremely important, Archer could choose to subdue the

public self. Throughout the novel, there are examples of

people who do just that--and if society disapproves, why

should Archer care, when he has made clear his opinion of

society? Wharton sets the stage for conflict, and because

of the nature of that conflict and the character of New-

land Archer, the struggle will be a long and arduous one.

This conflict is at its height in the episodes in

which Archer and Ellen at first acknowledge and then re-

sist their passion for each other. In their earlier

meetings, in which their attraction is obvious but unstated,
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Archer vacillates erratically between his public and pri-

vate selves. With May, Archer is always "public." The

one time she tries to be "personal," he resists. Later

he tries, and she resists him. He is, on the surface, a

model fiance and husband, but the model is not Newland

Archer, but rather an abstract ideal. Archer's ambiguous

vacillations in thought and action throughout the early

part of the novel simply reflect the awakening of his per-

sonal self and his fear of it, a phenomenon reflected in

his conflicting attitudes about Ellen Olenska and his

desire to move up his wedding date. Only in the final

episode of the novel do we see a reconciliation of sorts

between the public and the private selves. In discussing

personal identity Gary Lindberg says,

Insofar as an individual's field of perception
is also public domain, he does not have a per-
sonal identity at all, nor does he have a chance
of achieving integrity by mediating between his
own needs and his social responsibilities. His
inner needs may well conflict with the expecta-
tions of his class, but unless he can acknow-
ledge these needs within a configuration of
values independent of his society, the best he
can feel is a vague discontent.

The first eighteen chapters of the novel establish as much

as anything else Archer's vague discontent. Only later is

his disapprobation of his society evident.

Behind the struggle of Archer's public and private

selves lies the struggle between hypocrisy and honesty--

painful honesty--and it is this underlying struggle that
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makes Archer such a sympathetic character. Here the social

dilemma mirrors a moral one, but the reflection is dis-

torted. On the surface, Archer is merely a man who makes

an unfortunate decision and is unable to alter its conse-

quences; but Archer is a man who wants to live the truth

of his emotional life. His society approves of this kind

of life only if his emotions conform to society's standards.

Since Archer's do not, society perfers hypocrisy to honesty.

In spite of Wharton's reputed belief in the sanctity

of society, she does not hesitate to show the sanctity of

the individual and the pain of the individual violated.6

Louis Coxe says, "one of the graces and delights of The Age

of Innocence lies exactly in the multifariousness of its

thematic material."'

Through the conflict between honesty and hypocrisy,

Wharton establishes another dimension of the novel that is

at odds with the conflict of the plot: although Archer's

story is a sad one, we come away feeling that it might

have been just as sad if he had run away with Ellen

Olenska. Archer succumbs to hypocrisy, but we do not

judge him too severely, even though at the start we cheer

his awkward attempt to break through the hypocrisy of his

society to a more honest way of living. Somewhere along

the way, honesty adds some jagged edges to its crystalline

aspect.
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Wharton gathers up these various threads of the narra-

tive and ties them together in the critical episodes of the

novel. The most significant of these episodes occur in

Chapter Eighteen, the last chapter of Book One, as Archer's

private self emerges; in Chapter Nineteen, which shows him

acting out the public role that has become abhorrent to

him; in Chapters Twenty-Four, Twenty-Nine, and Thirty-One,

when he is alone with Ellen, maintaining a tenuous balance

between his public and private selves; in Chapter Thirty-

Three, in which he plays the public role again; and in

Chapter Thirty-Four, the final chapter, in which he demon-

strates the reconciliation of his two selves.

Perhaps more than in any other Wharton novel, we have

the sense of these episodes as brief crises drawn from a

"welter of existence." That their continuity is so strong

attests to the intricate interplay of ideas at work in

them. In the narrative between episodes, Archer plays his

public role; only immediately before or during a crucial

episode does his private self emerge in an attempt to

establish dominance. This pattern in itself creates a

sense of inevitability about the novel's outcome, but it

is heightened and sustained by what actually happens in

the episodes.

Also, Wharton accomplishes her goal of establishing

an obvious connection between first page and last; she
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shows in the first scene a young man whose main reason for

arriving late at the opera is a public one. Being on time

was "'not the thing," and "what was or was not 'the thing'

played a part as important in Newland Archer's New York

as the inscrutable totem terrors that had ruled the des-

tinies of his forefathers thousands of years ago."8  His

other reason for being late is less important--to him--

than the first, but more important to our ultimate under-

standing of his character: "The second reason for his delay

was a personal one. He had dawdled over his cigar because

he was at heart a dilettante, and thinking over a pleasure

to come often gave him a subtler satisfaction than its

realization" (p. 4).

In the novel's concluding episode, we see Archer

through his own eyes, and he sees the truth about himself.

He has changed in one respect; he sees that because he has

upheld his public duty, his personal potential has been

stifled; he does not try to assert the personal self that

Ellen Olenska awakened. He gave in to society and now ac-

cepts the consequences. To take up his relationship with

Ellen even now would be to negate society's old self-

imposed ignorance of their affair, thereby tainting his

life with May and their children--his whole life. He

chose to live by the code, and he continues to live by it,

even though the Age of Innocence is past. By subduing
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his private self, Archer has also allowed his dilettantism

to pervade his entire life; now contemplating a past plea-

sure is more satisfying to him than experiencing a new one.9

The connections among the seven episodes that I have

chosen to discuss illustrate Wharton's grasp of her sub-

ject. If she had been writing to an audience that fully

understood old New York, Wharton could have easily built

her story out of these episodes without any serious gaps in

meaning. For such an audience, Newland Archer's dedication

to social mores and society's power would not have had to

be so thoroughly delineated; but as the novel stands,

these seven episodes comprise the heart of the conflict

and clarify the meaning that arises out of its "multi-

fariousness" of theme.

Having vacillated in his opinions about Ellen Olenska

and his society, Archer, in Chapter Eighteen, experiences

the complete awakening of his emotions, his private self.

Before, his emotions and consequently his actions had been

strictly prescribed according to the standards of society.

Thus he had been, in a sense, an integrated, balanced

person. But now, as his emotions come to life, Archer's

private self is freed from those standards.1 0 His private

life no longer mirrors his public life; thus the schism is

created. The next critical episode, his wedding, is a

symbolic representation of this schism: the wedding, as a
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public manifestation of a private emotion, should result in

the merging of the public and private selves, but this

does not happen. There is a distinct emphasis on Archer's

secret emotions, and the wedding seems to be incidental,

no more important than any other public, social ceremony.

The question of honesty becomes important to the

novel's resolution and plays a critical role in these two

episodes. In the first, Archer tells Ellen that they must

openly declare their love because "[w]e've no right to lie

to other people or to ourselves" (p. 171). The later epi-

sode, however, finds Archer lying--by his action--to May

and the guests at their wedding. As May and her father

approach the church, Archer stands on the chancel step:

"the bridegroom, in proof of his eagerness, was expected to

expose himself to the gaze of the assembled company" (p.

179).

Though Archer does not love May, he marries her, but

not because she is his second choice and he cannot have

the woman he prefers. Even though Ellen refused him,

Archer does not have to marry a woman he does not love.

In Chapter Eighteen, Archer himself realizes this. When

Ellen refuses his avowal of love, he says, "We won't talk

of your marriage; but do you see me marrying May after

this?" (p. 171). Broken engagements did happen in old

New York, and Wharton knew it. But Archer marries May
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because of the strength of his sense of obligation. On

the day of the wedding, he is "reasonably sure of having

fulfilled all his obligations" (pp. 179-80). The schism

between Archer's private and public emotions on his wed-

ding day is particularly evident in his perception of the

wedding itself: May and her bridesmaids are a vague "cloud

of tulle and orange blossms," there are "pink bridesmaids"

and "black ushers," and the ceremony itself passes with

Archer "adrift far off into the unknown" because of a

glimpse of "a dark coil of hair under a hat" (pp. 185-86).

Archer has had a month to disentangle himself, but

has made no effort to do so; ostensibly, he is reconciled

to marriage with May. But the wedding shows that the

schism created the night of his visit to Ellen is as wide

as ever. After the wedding Archer turns to May:

"Darling!" Archer said--and suddenly the same
black abyss yawned before him.and he felt him-
self sinking deeper and deeper, while his voice
rambled on smoothly and cheerfully. (p. 186)

The establishment of this new facet of Archer's per-

sonality creates both the possibility and the opportunity

for the crucial episodes of Chapters Twenty-Four, Twenty-

Nine, and Thirty-One, in which Archer actively seeks pri-

vate meetings with Ellen, using his public "duties" as

excuses to see her. These three meetings are vital to the

significance of the last one, when Archer, integrating his

public duties and private desires in traveling to Paris
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with his son, creates the possibility of seeing Ellen, but

chooses not to do so. (By this time, "private" desires

have a more conventional meaning because Archer's private

self is conventional.) The question of honesty gains sig-

nificance in these episodes; Archer lies in order to see

Ellen, with whom he desires to be honest, but she refuses

to accept the consequences of his honesty. The public

self, representing what the private self considers a hypo-

critical society, practices deceit in order to satisfy the

private self. Thus the private self uses and benefits from

the public self, from which it is estranged.

In Chapter Twenty-Three, after a year and a half of

marriage, and during which time he and Ellen have not seen

each other, Archer contrives a reason to travel to Boston

to see Ellen. Chapter Twenty-Four, a short chapter of

about six pages, functions as a critical episode; it is

the account of Ellen and Archer's first afternoon together

after their long period of separation. In this episode,

Archer longs to reveal his private self, but Ellen refuses

to accept it--preferring the safety of his public self,

which is more orderly and restrained than his private one.

This is essentially Ellen's position in all of the epi-

sodes from Chapter Eighteen on, and, at first glance, it

seems paradoxical. She wants Archer to oblige her by

conforming to society's standards of conduct, yet she finds

New York society tiresome and oppressive:
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After the first flush of novelty she had found
herself . . . too "different" to care for the
things it cared about--and so she decided to
try Washington, where one was supposed to meet
more varieties of people and of opinion. (p. 239)

She is furthermore sympathetic toward Dr. Carver's "[n]ew

and crazy social schemes." She tells Archer that such

schemes appeal to her:

They interest me more than the blind conformity
to tradition--somebody else's tradition--that
I see among our own friends. It seems stupid
to have discovered America only to make it into
a copy of another country. (p. 240)

But she does not see that it seems "stupid" for Archer

to have discovered a new part of himself only to make it

conform to somebody else's tradition. Ellen seems blind

to the depth of Archer's frustration. Ellen has taken a

single tenet of the social code to its limit, and she be-

lieves that she has found something solid in her sacrifice.

As Wolff says, "she has taken empty words and imputed sig-

nificance to them."11 She does not think it useless, but

believes that "to have given up, to have missed things, so

that others may be saved from disillusionment and misery"

gives her life significance (p. 242). But she does not

really prevent May from disillusionment and misery by

insisting that Archer honor his engagement promise; and

Archer is disillusioned about his society simply by

knowing Ellen, and he is madermiserable by loving her.

Ellen' s imaginary line or neutral ground "between

their loyalty to others and their honesty to themselves"
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is too fragile to sustain because their honesty dictates

one course of action and their loyalty another (p. 245).

In this instance, honesty (their private selves) and

loyalty (their public selves) are not complementary vir-

tues. In the public sense, honesty translates into pain

and disillusionment for other people, and loyalty trans-

lates into hypocrisy. In private terms, honesty translates

into personal growth, freedom, and gratification; loyalty

translates into personal stagnation, entrapment, and frus-

tration. Ellen, with her greater emotional experience, has

to escape to Washington to maintain a "perfect balance,"

and Archer, left in the environment most likely to upset

his equilibrium, necessarily suffers fluctuations of the

scale (p. 245).

This is Archer's story primarily, and once Ellen makes

the decision to go to Paris, she regains a considerable

measure of freedom and the potential to grow. In the

novel's last episode, Archer realizes that "his life had

been too starved" while Ellen's had thrived "in this rich

atmosphere that he already felt to be too dense and yet

too stimulating for his lungs" (pp. 357, 358). Ellen is

the only outlet for Archer's private self; as R. W. B.

Lewis says, "For Newland Archer, . . . individual freedom

[is] embodied in . . . Mme. Olenska." 12  She, however,

lives freer than Archer does, and while he has had as
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consolation his "youthful memory of her," she has ex-

perienced "other and more tangible companionship" (p.

359). Ellen does not lose the opportunity to express

her private self or to achieve the integration of it and

her public self, but Archer does, and perceives that he

has missed "the flower of life," an appropriately organic

image (p. 347).

Chapter Twenty-Nine, also functioning as an illumin-

ating incident, picks up the interest of the previous

episode, and offers some useful contrasts to it. In this

episode, Archer has contrived a way to meet Ellen at the

train station. Unlike the previous episode, the private

self surfaces immediately here, rather than after a brief

period of wearing a public face. Once they are settled

in the carriage, Archer gives Ellen news of her grandmother,

then speaks to her from his private self: "Each time you

happen to me all over again" (p. 286).

When Ellen asks him if he wishes her to be his mis-

tress since she cannot be his wife, Archer's response

validates his complete removal from public categories:

I want somehow to get away with you into a world
where words--categories like that--won't exist.
Where we shall be simply two human beings who
love each other, who are the whole of life to
each other; and nothing else on earth will mat-
ter. (p. 290)

Ellen replies with a sigh: "Oh, my dear--where is that

country? Have you ever been there?" (p. 290). But the
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strength of Archer's passion forces him to ask what her

plan is for them, and she responds, negating their private

existence:

For us? But there is no us in that sense. We're
near each other only if we stay far from each
other. Then we can be ourselves. Otherwise,
we're only Newland Archer, the husband of Ellen
Olenska's cousin, and Ellen Olenska, the cousin
of Newland Archer's wife, trying to be happy be-
hind the backs of the people who trust them.
(p. 291)

Ellen is saying that she and Archer together do not

exist in an integrated sense. She says that they can in-

dulge their private selves, their truest and deepest

selves, only when they are apart. Their private selves as

lovers cannot coexist with their public selves as husband

and cousin. This episode reveals Ellen's clear perception

of the schism between the public and the private. Wharton

gives the truth of the situation through Ellen's words,

and she shows its poignancy through Archer's mute crying,

as he jumps out of the carriage and stands on the corner:

"Suddenly he felt something stiff and cold on his lashes,

and perceived that he had been crying, and that the wind

had frozen his tears" (p. 291).

This small detail helps to connect the preceding and

following episodes; in the previous one, Ellen's position

was the same, but her simple promise not to go back to

Olenska if the "perfect balance" were maintained leaves

Archer feeling a "tranquility of spirit" (p. 245). In
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this episode, Ellen's refusal to receive his personal self

leaves him "dazed with inarticulate pain" (p. 291). In

the following one, "his heart beat[s] with awe: he felt

that never before had he beheld love visible" (p. 313).

These simple statements reveal the progression of

Archer and Ellen's affair and the inevitable fluctuations

of the scale caused by changes in circumstance and mood.

Having achieved a perfect balance, Archer feels tranquil,

but his increasingly frustrated-private self upsets the

balance; Ellen responds by asserting their public selves,

causing Archer's pain. Finally, Ellen cannot subdue both

her own self and Archer's, and for the first time she fully

reveals her private self to his: thus he "sees" love for

the first time; there is no outward, no "public" manifesta-

tion or action, but his heart responds and his eyes re-

flect the radiance of Ellen's face. These are private,

physical manifestations. This full and complete expres-

sion of their private selves, though exciting and touching,

frightens their public selves, and they quickly part.

Another link among these episodes is developed by

Wharton's use of setting. In the first episode, they are

alone (private) in a restaurant (public). The room they

are in is simple, even domestic. Archer and Ellen both

see the tender irony: "No more guileless-looking cabinet

particulier ever offered its shelter to a clandestine
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couple," and in this scene, Archer and Ellen are guileless

(p. 238). Time loses its meaning: "They may have stood

that way for a long time, or only for a few moments, but it

was long enough for her silence to communicate all she had

to say" (p. 244).

In Chapter Twenty-Eight, they are in May's brougham.

The carriage itself provides privacy and encourages in-

timacy, but the fact that it is May's, "with the wedding

varnish still on it," fragments their intimacy--or, the

public side of Archer's life here intrudes on the private

side in the form of his wife's carriage (p. 268). And,

appropriately, time accelerates in this episode; the car-

riage is a vehicle, after all, and Archer feels a "sense

of wasted minutes and vain words" (p. 290). In the earlier

episode, Ellen's silence was sufficient for communication;

here her words are not. In Chapter Thirty-One, Ellen and

Archer meet in the Metropolitan Museum. They "wandered

down a passage to the room where the 'Cesnola antiquities'

mouldered in unvisited loneliness" (p. 309). Clearly,

Wharton's language suggests that they have moved back in

time and into another place, away from the world of old

New York, to the ancient Grecian world--a world more har-

monious, where to know oneself was one's greatest duty.

Archer looks at Ellen, not quite believing that time will

not hold still for her:
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As she stood there, in her long sealskin coat,
her hands thrust in a small round muff, her veil
drawn down like a transparent mask to the tip of
her nose, and the bunch of violets he had brought
her stirring with her quickly taken breath, it
seemed incredible that this pure harmony of line
and color should ever suffer the stupid law of
change. (p. 310)

However, once they speak and begin discussing their

situation, time begins to steal up on them: Archer "heard

a step echoing far off down the empty rooms, and felt the

pressure of the minutes" (p. 310). He insists on knowing

when Ellen will come to him: "Tomorrow?" he asks, and she

answers, "The day after." She cries, "Oh, I shall be late--

goodbye," and walks "hurriedly away down the long room,"

and turns "to wave a quick farewell" (p. 313). Archer

walks home alone, and they are both back in New York. But

for a moment they had escaped, and while they were out of

their own time, they gave their private selves (selves

that have no relation to anything in time) to each other.

This final exchange is more profound than their silent

communication in Chapter Twenty-Four, and serves as an

ironic contrast to their dinner party conversation in

Chapter Thirty-Three.13

It might seem that fate intervenes to keep Ellen and

Archer from being together; but of course, it is May, act-

ing in her public capacity as Archer's wife, under the

pretense of making a personal confession, who makes Ellen

decide to leave the country. She lies to Ellen, telling
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her that she is pregnant before she is certain of it, thus

ensuring Ellen's hasty removal. Consequently, Ellen has

made up her mind to give Archer up before the party. It

does not matter that Archer will decide to give up Ellen

after the party, when May tells him that she has just found

out she is pregnant.

Once Archer discovers that Ellen knows of May's preg-

nancy, he is defeated. He understands that Ellen will no

longer consent to compromises or half-measures, and she

certainly will not run away with him. But in the critical

episode of Chapter Thirty-Three, Archer does not know what

May has told Ellen, and he has no idea that May is pregnant.

He believes that if he follows Ellen to Europe, taking

"the irrevocable step," she will allow him to stay (p. 330).

Because of Ellen's knowledge and Archer's ignorance of the

change in his situation, she plays her public role at the

dinner party willingly and surely with at least half her

heart in it. But Archer falls into a sort of trance; his

perception of events is similar to what it was during his

wedding. The private self is agitated and distorts the

public self.

As the dinner party ends, the van der Luydens an-

nounce that they are seeing Ellen home--they got Ellen

into society; now they are seeing her out.) 4 Archer, all

but lost in his private dreams, somehow senses the
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significance of the van der Luydens' action, and his heart

gives a jerk (p. 340). A violent rupture is taking place

here: Ellen's leaving the party is an ominous foreshadowing

of her departure for Paris. This is the last time Archer

sees her; and their last moment together is in the presence

of the van der Luydens, the "mouthpieces of some remote an-

cestral authority," the communal viceroy of society's

standards (p. 355). So their last meeting shows Ellen

resisting the pull of her private self, Archer vacillating

between his public and private selves, and Ellen being

taken away--symbolically--by public duty. The question

of honesty and hypocrisy is nowhere more telling than in

this scene: society, represented by the van der Luydens,

is pretending not to know about Ellen and Archer's affair;

Ellen and Archer are pretending they do not love each other;

May has effected Ellen's passage by lying to her.

The final critical episode of Chapter Thirty-Three

is May's announcement of her pregnancy and her admission

that she lied to Ellen. Thus Archer's perception of May

in the first episode is validated in two ways. First,

family (Archer's immediate one) is now literally embodied

in May; second, her behind-the-scenes machinations and

her pretended ignorance of Archer and Ellen's affair

reflect the clan's values exactly. As Archer fulfills

his public role of loving husband in this episode (holding
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May in his arms and stroking her hair), "the inner devils

[fill] with strident laughter" (p. 342). The private self

is no longer merely frustrated, but tortured.

Despite the sense of external events taking over and

determining Archer's fate, and despite our feeling that

Archer cannot escape public duty (a feeling sustained by

Wharton's use of imagery), a real conflict occurs, and

either side could win. In the last instance, May's preg-

nancy seems an instrument of fate; actually, it is only an

instrument of circumstance. We see Archer's moves and

machinations in his effort to get what he wants, but be-

cause May's machinations occur in the shadow of his, her

pregnancy seems to be an outside "agent." But her using

it against Ellen is a conscious move in a battle: she at-

tacks; Ellen retreats. And, of course, Archer, in so

faithfully playing his public role (as May's husband), is

himself responsible for this deterrent to his private

self's gratification.

Another fact that increases the reader's sense of

inevitability is that, when Archer is with May, he simply

cannot express his private self. If he is to achieve in-

tegration of self, he must reveal to May the desires of

the private self. If he is always his public self with

her, she will never have to face the fact that his private

self exists as a separate entity, and she will not be
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called upon to respect that private self. Consequently,

Archer will remain as he is. His repeated failures to as-

sert his private self in this regard deliver a strong mes-

sage: he is likely never to assert it. Archer considers

revealing his private self to May on several occasions,

but he allows her to stop him with a bright smile or a

wifely concern.

Because the reader has some hint of May's knowledge

of the affair, he is not surprised that she chooses to

keep Archer in his public role. She even insists on it,

and he sometimes knows what she is doing. She plays the

game carefully and uses her trump card wisely. Archer

throws his away in Chapter Nineteen when he marries May,

losing his "public" freedom and seriously hampering his

private freedom. And, even as late as Chapter Thirty, at

the height of his affair, Archer has not shed the outward

signs of his public self. He gets angry with May for

reacting in a conventional way, and then responds to her

in an equally conventional way. May conceals her disap-

pointment in Archer for forgetting to meet her at Mrs.

Mingott's, and Archer is irritated that so trifling an

omission should be stored up against him, "and wishes that

May would tell him her grievances, instead of concealing

them under a spartan smile" (p. 293). But Archer "dis-

guises his own annoyance" about this small matter, and

does not speak out about larger issues at all.
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Most important to the sense of inevitability in the

novel is the fact that, except for a few moments, Archer's

public self is always dominant. His life is carried on in

the public realm; even when he has asserted 
his private

self, as he does in Chapter Thirty-One, his public self

takes over as soon as he is at home with May. For a

"moment" he is "on the point of breaking the silence be-

tween them, and throwing himself on her mercy," but that

is all (p. 315).

All of this knowledge of Archer's behavior removes

any element of surprise when he decides not to 
see Ellen

Olenska in the last episode of the novel. Archer has ex-

perienced a reconciliation between his public 
self and his

old private self, but not a real integration of the two.15

This is evident in the last episode, where Archer's psyche

resembles Ethan Frome's. He imagines his son entering

Ellen's apartment:

Then he tried to see the persons already in the

room and among them a dark lady, pale and dark,

who would look up quickly, half rise, and hold

out a long thin hand with three rings on it.

. . . He thought she would be sitting in a

sofa-corner near the fire, with azaleas banked

behind her on a table. (p. 361)

Archer here sees Ellen as he saw her in her exotic little

house in New York, and as he sits on the park bench looking

up at Ellen's balcony, he realizes that "It's more real to

me here than if I went up" (p. 361). Archer's long history

of subduing his private self has rendered it lifeless.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION

Though Edith Wharton did not invent the episodic 
struc-

ture, she did make it her own. She was not a great experi-

menter with form and sometimes had rather harsh things to

say about those who were. Her intellectual awakening came

in a time that was unperturbed by the chaos of the post-

World War I years, and she spent her formative years 
in a

milieu that insisted upon proper form more than anything

else. And in spite of her ambiguous feelings about that

time and that milieu, she tried in all her fictions to

achieve the very thing that her society would have approved

of if it had had any concern for fiction: she tried to

achieve proper form.

Despite her use of a technique that is generally con-

sidered loose, Wharton is known for her finely wrought

novels. Evidence of her serious interest in structure and

the novelist's means of achieving appropriate form is found

in her autobiography, A Backward Glance, and her book on

the novelist's art, The Writing of Fiction. In both of

these works, Wharton discusses her belief that the conflict

central to the structure of a novel should be between social

and individual appetites or between a character's
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conflicting impulses. Dialogue should not be stream of

consciousness, but direct, even stylized if necessary.

All-inclusiveness in any sense only complicates a story

and confuses a reader, making selectivity the novelist's

priority. For Wharton, selectivity means creating telling

incidents that condense the tedious and ambiguous moments

of daily life into one fine moment of high drama.

Once chosen, an incident is invested with meaning and

significance, enabling it, in essence, to carry the novel

to a coherent conclusion. Though the intervening narrative

provides important links between one episode and another,

the episodes themselves give the novel its form. Wharton

insisted that the first episode of a novel be irrevocably

linked to the last and that each episode "gather up threads

of significance" 1 in regard to character, theme, and plot.

She believed that each episode must illuminate all three

major components of fiction. Michael Vella contends that

Wharton's technique is related to her characterization and

that her character development reflects her thematic con-

cerns. He says that a novel illustrating Wharton's theories

of fiction will achieve an easily recognizable form:

A novel based on these simple principles will then

assume a structure like that of a mosaic where il-

luminating incidents are bright tiles surrounded
by the grout of narrative flow. The novel will then
be a series of episodes pieced together by narration.
Characterization will be achieved not through psycho-

logical probing, or a constant focus on one charac-

ter's consciousness, or even primarily by what a
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character says, but through a constant shifting of
illuminating incidents in which character is re-
vealed.2

Though right about character development, Vella is

wrong about the relation of the episodes to the narrative,

and fails to recognize the integrity of such a structure.

He says that such a novel will suffer from "loosely con-

nected" incidents and will lack the "slow, continuous de-

velopment of a single subject gaining its own dramatic

momentum."3 He also suggests that a novel illustrating

Wharton's statements on technique will consist of episodes

and relatively little narration, when in fact, the two are

pretty evenly divided. His metaphor suggests thin, gray

"connectors" among episodes; but--though Wharton's episodes

are brilliant displays--Vella's metaphor is unsuited to

the structure of her novels. Their structure is more like

a free-flowing river with a series of islands in it. The

current carries one along, but it is from the vantage point

of the islands that one sees where one has been, where

one is, and where one is going. The narration provides

linear momentum; the episodes, dramatic momentum.

The sense of inevitability in Wharton's work is closely

related to her structure. It is a major part of her fic-

tional credo, which she achieved in the perfection of her

technique. Because she connects the last episode to the

first, and builds every episode on essentially the same
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foundation, she is able to create a remarkable sense of con-

tinuity. No matter what the situation or characters in-

volved, the basic conflict remains the same. Wharton's

sense of the "moral implications of her characters' 
de-

cisions" has been noted, and certainly her characters'

decisions are significant both to the outcome of 
the novel

and the credibility of the outcome. By placing a character

in situations that force him to make choices about a single

thematic question, Wharton reveals the limits of his per-

sonality. She also establishes a typical behavior pattern,

which is repeated throughout the novel in the episodes 
in

which he appears. By the time of the final episode and

the final decision, what he will or will not do has al-

ready been pretty well established, so that the final de-

cision--which determines the outcome of the novel--is rarely

surprising. Wharton leaves little room for ambiguous 
char-

acters, but has a way of pinning them down for the 
reader's

inspection.

Wharton established her fictional technique early and

continued it in her later work. Her first success, The

House of Mirth, published in 1905, is an episodic novel, as

are Ethan Frome (1911) and The Age of Innocence (1921),

which is generally regarded as her last really fine 
novel.

In 1905, Wharton was a relatively inexperienced writer 
with

only one published novel (actually a romance 
in the
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Hawthorne tradition), who had enjoyed only limited critical

notice. But already she had established her dominant mode

of fiction, the one that she would retain throughout her

career. After completing The House of Mirth, Wharton said

that she still did not know how to write a novel, but that

she knew how to find out how to. She meant that she had

found for herself a method, a skeletal map of sorts, for

constructing a coherent fiction, and felt that if she

simply continued to follow that method, she would learn,

through practice and repetition, how to achieve her

novelistic aims. She practiced her technique in the

novels that she wrote between 1905 and 1911, and refined

her ability to present the complexities of the human psyche

in brief, charged scenes, proving her mastery of her tech-

nique in the restricted, yet mythic, dimensions of Ethan

Frome. After completing Ethan Frome, she said that she

was finally a professional.5

Though in Ethan Frome Wharton strays in a significant

way from her basic structure, she never fails to rely on

the episode to perform the critical functions of the novel.

Once the much-berated first person narrator is replaced by

an omniscient point of view, the structure of the novel

is clearly based on Wharton's stated principles of fiction

writing. In fact, in Ethan Frome, a deceptively simple

novel on the surface, Wharton's technique may reach its
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apogee. That she could make the lives of three 
poor, inar-

ticulate, and repressed New Englanders meaningful is a

tribute to her imagination and compassion; that she could

concentrate that meaning in seven brief eipsodes is a tri-

bute to her craft.

The Age of Innocence, the novel that won the Pulitzer

Prize for Wharton and was probably responsible for her being

the first woman to receive an honorary doctorate of letters

from Yale, is considered by many to be her most polished,

best-constructed novel. Obviously the work of a mature

artist in control of her subject matter and wholly 
confi-

dent of her technique, only in tone and perspective can it

be seen as an evolution of Wharton's method, for its struc-

ture is the same structure that supports The House of 
Mirth.

The years between The House of Mirth and The Age 
of

Innocence taught Wharton a great deal about the nature 
of

change in history and the impermanence of 
seemingly indes-

tructible institutions and systems of value, and she re-

tained and expressed in her later fiction her early 
confi-

dence in the value of order.

What I have tried to show is that Wharton's struc-

tural technique offers a way of looking at her work that

not only reveals the sophistication of her typical epi-

sodic structure, but also offers a new way of comprehending

meaning. Meaning in Wharton's novels comes as much through
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structure as through any of the other elements of fiction.

The episodes in a Wharton novel function, whether balanced

pairs of contrasting episodes, a single episode carrying

the force of a single chapter, or a pair of episodes that

concludes one chapter and begins the next one, as brief

bursts of concentrated meaning. They consistently and

repetitively focus the reader's attention, redirecting him

toward the theme. They allow the reader to consider the

theme from every possible angle, not just through the point

of view of the main characters. The subject is exhausted by

the conclusion of the novel so that the reader feels that

no other solution or answer to the question is as plausible

as the one offered. The episodes tell the story, but they

also heighten theme and dramatize character as each one ef-

fects a careful balance of event, character development,

and thematic problem.

The three novels that I have worked with are repre-

sentative of Wharton's technique at its best. None is

marred by superfluous episodes; rather, in each book, all

of the episodes are thematically significant and share the

burden of illustrating and enlarging the theme. And in

all three novels, character development is primarily ac-

complished through the subtle revelations made in the epi-

sodes, rather than through the authorial commentary of the

narrative passages. What the narrative tells of Lily Bart,
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Ethan Frome, and Newland Archer is frequently at odds with

what is proven about them in the critical incidents in which

they must think quickly and act without hesitation. Addi-

tionally, all three characters are struggling not just

against established societal norms, but in a more funda-

mental way, with some part of themselves. The similarities

not only in structure, but also the similarities among the

characters' problems, help to show the extent to which

Wharton adhered to the principles of fiction writing that

were formally expressed in A Backward Glance and The Writing

of Fiction. Wharton believed that meaning did not just

happen but that it had to be inherent in the story, and

that it had to be highlighted or it might go unnoticed.

She ensured that meaning existed in her novels by

centering her theme on elemental questions, particularly

the questions of man versus society and man versus himself,

old concerns that had been dealt with by many writers be-

fore her. She did not concern herself with originality

of subject--she thought that to wait for an original subject

to present itself was an immature, unproductive stance.

Her treatment of her subject was not original, either.

It was simply an excellent rendering of an often-used tech-

nique, the trick of using an incident to point up theme.

Wharton's achievement lies in her ability to concentrate and

highlight meaning consistently and brilliantly. Her
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episodes achieve a fusion of meaning, the surface meaning

of words, the complex meaning of a character's behavior,

and the deeper meaning of thematic conflict, in a series of

dramatic moments. Everything comes together in these epi-

sodes, creating a kind of microcosm of the larger world of

the novel. At the same time, the connections among all

the episodes of a novel strengthen the force of the epi-

sodes as a coherent unit, allowing them to function as

buoys which uphold the entire novel. Wharton thus achieves

a unity of form that satisfies her criteria for good fic-

tion, and having found a method that seemed capable of

carrying the weight of her subject matter, she did not

vary it significantly.

Wharton did not, perhaps could not, bring her form

into the modern era, and in the novels that attempt to cap-

ture the chaos of the twenties, her stylized form seems

out of place. Though she did make an effort to modernize

her language, she failed to capture the sense of freedom

run amok that she believed was the essence of the post-

war years. Nevertheless, her contribution to American

literature is not diminished by that failure; she left a

great number of novels and short stories that accurately

depict uniquely American experiences and examine American

social structure from the heights of New York society, the

"Four Hundred," to the mean existence of a poor farmer.
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